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There may be other stories, in other towns today, but no news has the human interest sentiments that pervades our newspaper office today.
I realize that what I am about to say will brand
me with two unpardonable faults, age and sentimentality. All the same, I must confess: I am in
love with the old modes of newspaper printing,
now dropping sadly by the way-side in our frenzied
surge towards automation.
Today we are taking the giant step toward the
changeover from "hot type," to the "cold type,"
process of printing and setting both the Fulton
News and the Fulton Shopper. The Fulton Shopper has been "cold type" or offset, since it was
inaugurated more than four years ago.
Only occasionally has the Fulton News been
printed off-set, in emergencies, but today the
change-over is complete, or as near as it can be
without a headline machine, which will be installed Monday.
In listening to the clack-clack-clack of the Justowriter Recorder and Reproducer, with our son and
daughter operating them with such ease, I cannot
help but turn off the new sounds in my mind to enjoy the old echoes of the linotype machine, that will
always be a reminder of the delights of my youth as
a cub reporter.
The decision to "go-off-set," was a long time aborning for no visible reason, except that perhaps
the long association we have had with such familiar
working tools as leads and slugs, column rule, hellboxes, type-lice, engravings, printer's ink, and such
other prosaic names made us feel like Benedict Arnold in setting them aside for something new.
If I had to pin-point just one reason for going
to a less arduous method of printing a newspaper, I
would say that our urge to work is slowly being retarded by our diminishing energies to keep pace
with competition while using the old-fashioned
equipment.
It's like I said, I could get maudlin about the
whole business — the thought of losing T. C. Taylor's incomparable talent for efficiency, cooperation and loyalty and understanding of our problems
simply shakes me into depression. The same goes
for Joe Weaks, in a less sensitive position than
T. C., but will all the other attributes of a good employee.
One of the most difficult tasks in the world for
me is to say "goodbye." I'd walk a mile to avoid it.
We're not going to say goodbye to any of the old
newspaper equipment in the back shop, we'll just
let it stay there forever, until like the editors and
publishers, we all break down together.
We're going to keep our job printing shop,
even expand it.
Route 2
Water Valley, Kentucky 42085
June 16, 1969
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I have long admired and respected you as a
less-than-perfect individual who is well aware of it
yourself - who isn't trying to fool anyone, your
neighbor, yourself, or your God- but who fights for
what you believe in and against what you don't believe in - I still do.
I feel that we, in this area, deserve your timely attack on the character assassin and hypocrite.
The Bible attacks them also and our pastors tell
us about it at our church services, but we don't
seem to heed His word.
If only we could realize that we aren't really
fooling our neighbor - if we're fooling ourselves,
we'd better stop and take a good look and see
what's really there - and we're certainly not fooling
our God.
If anything has to be discussed, the truth
would be fair but not the many, many, wild, untrue
tales that the pious seem to have stashed away in a
reservoir, ready to open and let flow with very little effort. Thank goodness, most individuals who
are set upon by these character assassins and hypocrites, take the outstretched hand of the Great
Physician and with His help, rise above the attackers, and live a beautiful, happy, worthwhile and
peaceful life. It's a shame the attackers can't be at
peace.
If only we would use our tongues to spread
good news and the message of our Heavenly Father
instead of for slander to harm our fellowman.
Sincerely,
Bobbye Foster
(Mrs.) Mose Foster
(continued on page 6)
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County, City Schools
Pay Maximum Salaries

YMBC Horse
Show Set For
Friday, June 27

the highest salary a Kentucky teacher at the maximum training and experience level could expect to
earn in a local school system during the 1968-69 school
year ranged from $6,900 to $10,384.
A new Kentucky Education Association (KEA) research division bulletin entitled "Salary Schedules of
Kentucky Public School Teachers, 1968-69" shows the
$6,900 top maximum was scheduled for Rank I teachers
in 46 of the state's 195 school districts while the $10,384
top maximum was scheduled in only two districts—Louisville and Jefferson County.
Rank I teachers are those with a master's degree
plus 30 approved college-credit hours beyond the master's. The $6,900 top could be reached after 10 years experience in the 46 systems. In both Louisville and Jefferson County, however, it took 15 years of experience
to reach the Rank I top maximum.
The 46 systems paying the$6,900 top maximum were the county
systems
of Adair, Bracken,
Breathitt, Calloway, Carter,
Cumberland, Elliott, Fleming,
Fulton, Graves, Grayson, Green,
Hart, Jackson, Johnson, Knox,
Laurel, Letcher, Madison, Magoffln, Marshall, Mercer, Metcalfe, Morgan, Nicholas, OwsleY,
Pulaski, Robertson, Rockcastle,
Russell, Todd, Trigg, Washington, and Whitley and the independent systems of Benton,
Berea, Corbin, Dawson Springs,
Hutton, Irvine, Jackson, Monticello, Pineville, Richmond, Science Hill, and Williamsburg.
The majority of Kentucky's
public -school classroom teachers are in Rank Ill, which means
they have a bachelor's degree.
For Rank III teachers at the
maximum level of experience,
the KEA research bulletin points
out, the highest scheduled salary
ranged from $6100 in 48 school
systems to $9676 in two systems
— Louisville and JeffersonCounty. In the latter two systems it
took 15 years of experience to
reach the Rank III maximum
compared with 10 years in the
systems paying the $6100 top
maximum.
The 48 systems paying the
$6100 top 'maximum for Rank III
teachers were the county systems of Adair, Breathitt, Calloway, Carter, Cumberland, Elliott, Fulton, Graves, Grayson,
Green, Hart, Jackson, Johnson,
Knox, Laurel, Lawrence, Letcher, Magoffin, Marshall, Menifee, Mercer, Metcalfe, Morgan,
Nicholas, Owsley, Pulaski, Robertson, Rockcastle, Rowan, Russell, Todd, Trigg, Washington,
Whitley, and Wolfe and the independent systems of Augusta,
Benton, Berea, Corbin,
Dawson Springs, East
Bernstadt,

Fulton, Jackson,
Monticello,
Pineville, Richmond,
Science
Hill, and Williamsburg.
Top maximum salaries scheduled for Rank II teachers (those
with a master's degree) ranged
from $6500 in 50 systems, where
the maximum could be reached
In 10 years, to $10,148 in two
systems — Louisville and Jefferson County, where it took 15 years
to reach the maximum.
The 50 systems paying the $6,..
500 top maximum for Rank II
teachers were the county systems
of Adair, Ballard, Breathitt, Calloway, Carter, Cumberland, Elliott, Fleming, Fulton, Graves,
continued on page 6

Men's Business
The Young
Club annual Horse Show will be
held Friday, June 27 at the Kitty
League park, and entries have
been received from a five-state
area. Raymond Stallins is the
general chairman of the horse
show.
Eudene Hoodenpyle is today
announcing the ribbon girls for
the 1969 Horse Show. Girls chosen are: Jen Ray Browder, Fulton, Claudie Harrison, Union
City, Linda Barclay, Fulton;
Hope Kendall, Sharon; Sherry
King, Fulton; and Libby Bugg,
Clinton.
Escorts will be: Bob Engel,
Fulton, and Henry Edwards Jr.,
Clinton.

Donors For
Cayce Church
Are Accepted
Individuals have expressed a
desire to donate funds to rebuild
the Cayce United Methodist
Church, which was recently destroyed by fire.
Donations may be given
to
Mrs. Wilson Fowler, treasurer,
at Fowler's Grocery or to a member of the building committee,
Harrison,
as follows:
Bobby
Mrs. Joe Campbell, Mrs.Charles
Linder, Tommy Jones, Ermon
Workman, Buford Bennett and
Rev. Bob Crump.

microfilm center
Margaret I. King LihrerY
University of Kentucky
ieotnn K. 40W

The Purchase Area Development District menlbers will meet
Thursday at 7 p. m. in Mayfield at the West Kentucky RECC
to complete organizational plans.
Officers and the executive
committee are to b e elected.
Woodrow Coots, University of
Kentucky area extension specialist in resource development
working in an advisory capacity
to the district, said Washington
officials of the Economic Development Administration are expected to announce the finding
for a professional staff at the
Thursday meeting.Six of the eight
Purchase counties had provided
supporting resolutions as of last
Friday with Fulton County expected to take official action
on June 24.

The Willow Plunge Swimming Pool, operated by a
private corporation of 356 stockholders, will re-open
this year, according to action taken Tuesday night at
the meeting of the organization's membership.
Plagued by7ancial problems, the group apparently may solve the difficulties by selling annual memberships at $50 per family. The stockholders voted to make
memberships available only to individuals or families
owning stock in the corporation.
Increasing its number of stockholders by 13 at a
meeting in May, Willow Plunge has now declared that
no other stock will be sold. The stock sold for $25 per
share, the majority of it being subscribed when the pool
was privately incorporated nearly ten years ago.
The decision to sell memberships to stockholders
only is a departure from a practice of years past. A
membership was sold for $2.00 per year, per individual
using the pool, plus the cost of admission. A requirement
to be a stockholder in order to purchase a membership
was instituted this year.
According to Frank Welch. a
past president of the Willow
Plunge Corporation, •'75 per cent
of the young people who used
the pool in past years will not
be able to pay the $50 membership fee. It was hard enough for
a lot of them to find $2.00,"
he said.
The new membership policy
put into motion by the Willow

also a primary winner and candidate for re-election.
All nominees will attend an afternoon session.
Miller said his state commit,tee took no part in the May
primary but intends to become
active in the fall campaign.
Member of the policy committee are Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford,
Rep. Terry McBrayer of Greenup, Rep. Julian Carroll of Paducah. Mrs. Rita Morgan of
Leitchfield, Sen. Georgia Davis
and Rep. Mae Street Kidd of Louisville, Emerson Beauchanp of
Russellville, Joe Terry of Lexington, Lambert Ilehl Jr. of Newport, Mrs. Mary Nell Smith of
Russell Springs, Robert Matthews of Louisville and Mrs.
Westpheling.

Judge Dick Castleman, Graves
County, has served as temporary
chariman and Judge Hall McCuiston, Calloway County, as temporary secretary of the district.

To Texas!
Mrs. Carbie Lou Powers has
gone to Lackland (Texas) Air
Force Base to be with her husband, who is enrolled in a technical school there.

Here For Funeral
Tom Brady and family, from
Louisville, and Mrs. Bill Murphy,
from Detroit, have returned to
their homes after attending the
funeral for their aunt and sister,
Miss Artie Robey.

Ladies Night Out!
A meeting of the Jaycettes
will be held tonight (Thursday)
at 7.30 in the Chamber of Commerce. A good attendance is
urged.

Plunge Corporation is similiar
to that of many private country
clubs in the area, and the Nation, who seek to restrict membership in the organization.
Ed Neely, president of the Willow Plunge, Inc. said that the
pool will open on July 1. It is
roughly estimated that annual
expenses for operation of the
pool totals approximately
$4000.00.

David Rose
Promoted At
Goodyear

Eligible counties are filling
citizen board member categories
with
h Joint appointments being
made by the respective county
judges and mayors. The completed board will consist of 31
members with the citizen members broadly representative of
the areas, Coots said.
A development district is designed to provide a channel
through which a multi-county
group can cooperate and coordinate activities in overall development programs. It is anticipated that professional assistance will enhance the securinu
of federal aids on various projects. Ballard County is not eligible to participate pending action by the fiscal court.
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Willow Plunge To Open
For Stockholders Only

Development District
Members Will Meet

Mrs. Westpheling On
Demo Policy Committee
A statewide Democratic policy
committee will meet Saturday at
Louisville with candidates who
won in the May 27 Democratic
primary. Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
Fulton News editor, is a member
of the top level policy group.
The purpose will be to develop policies on which the legislative nominees can-run in November, state Chairman J. R.
Miller said.
"It is our hope that Democratic candidates across the state
will advance toward the fall election on a united front," Miller
said.
The policy committee will meet
Friday night and again Saturday
morning.
Chairman of that group is Sen.
William L. Sullivan of Henderson,

Thursday, June 19, 1969

Travis Visiting
John Travis, Fulton
long-time teacher in
andria (Va.) schools,
old friends in Fulton

native and
the Alexis visiting
this week.

POOR SWIM NEWS'
The behavior of some children
suggest that their parents embraced on the sea of matrimony
without a paddle.
— Record, Columbia, S. C.

Donald Linson, the first ern-.
ploye hired at the Union City
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company plant, is .one of five training supervisors who were promoted Monday to the salaried
supervisional management staff,
Plant Manager James R. Sankey
has announced.
All five started at Goodyear
as hourly-rated production employes and received training in
tire manufacturing at the company's Freeport Ill., plant shortly after, joining the company.
David Rose, who started with
the company Sept. 9, a graduate
of Lowes High School in Lowes,
Ky., who lives with his wife,
Martha Faye, in Fulton, Ky.,
is one of the five.

Be One Of The Bunch

Police Nab Youth
In Girl's Assault
A
16-year-old Negro from
Trenton, Tenn., was arrested
Tuesday and charged with the
Saturday night attack that seriously injured Debra Washam,
19, of Mayfield.
The suspect, Harold Jerome
Anderson, was arrested in Trenton by Gibson County, Tenn.,
authorities at the request of Kentucky State Police Detective Joe
Hill.
He was returned to Mayfield
by Hill and Commonwealth's Detective Milford Jobe and charged with rape and malicious cutting with intent to kill.
Anderson was brought before
County Judge Dick Castleman,
who ordered him held without
bail pending a hearing at a later date.

The suspect lived with his
mother, Sadie Mae Johnson, in
Trenton.
Miss Washam, who was planning to attend Murray State University this summer, was in a
Mayfield parking lot when the incident oCcured. She told police
she was making a phone call,
and when she returned to her
car a Negro youth forced her
at knife-point to drive to a deserted spot, where she said she
was beaten, raped and stabbed.
Two passersby found her later
that night and brought her to a
hospital in Mayfield.
Miss Washam's condition was
reported somewhat improved today.
She is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. J. B. Washam.

Busy All Year, CPYF Members "Vacation"Is Work For Fellowman
By Oulda Jewell
A group of local teenagers
will leave here Saturday morning
for Idabel, Okla., where they will
work on an Indian Reservation
for one week.
The group, members of the
CPYF of the Fulton Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, will make
the trip by bus and will be accompanied by their sponsors,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray. Ned
Waldrop will drive the
bus,
which is being loaned the group
by the Rev. James Best, pastor
of the First Baptist Church here.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Melton will
join the group on the reservation Monday and going later in
the week will be Mrs. Ned Waldrop and daughter, Lisa, and
Mrs. Richard Bodkin..
The young people making the
trip will be Jan Clement, Connie Melton, Becky Smith, Kay
King, Cindy Roberts, Patty Jolley, Winkle Ray, Robbie Rudolph,

Dana Wilson, Tommy Bodker,
Richard Bodker, Jimmie Bodker,
Stevie Waldrop, Jimmie Greer,
Tommy Wright, Michael Miller
and Dwain Johnson. Four members of the group will be unable
to attend.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Church here supports a mission
among the Choctaw Indians in
Oklahoma and a youth camp has
been constructed. Each year a
few more facilities are added to
enable this camp to better meet
the needs of the youth served by
the mission.
Next week the Fulton boys and
girls will help in clearing more
land and painting and repairing
at the campsite, Last week another group of young people conducted a Bible School at the campsite and 137 Indians attended,
Mrs. Ray, one of the sponsors,
said.
No support will come from the
church treasury for the trip. In-

stead, the young people raised
the money themselves from various activities, including bake
sales, rummage sales, car wash
and the sale of a civic directory.
"The parents have helped in so
many ways. They have been so
encouraging and the people of the
town, the different organizations,
and especially the South Fulton
Methodist Youth, have been so
helpful in our efforts to raise
the money needed for the trip,"
Mrs. Ray stated.
The group will leave from the
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church Saturday morning at 6o'clock, They will spend Saturday
night in Little Rock, Ark., and
will attend church there Sunday
morning at a church pastored by
the Rev. James Johnson,formerly of Fulton. At noon the Fulton
group will be guests of the church
at a picnic lunch. rhey will arrive in Oklahoma Sunday night.
The group will return to Fulton

on Saturday night, June 28.
The Fulton CPYF groupaverages from 12 to 15 in attendance
each Sunday night, and this year
each member's birthday is being
observed. In January they had a
New Year's party; February, a
hamburger supper; in March,
there was a popcorn party with
games; April, a wiener roast;
May, a homemade ice cream supper, and this month they will have
a swimming party.
During this past year they have
attended a Convocation in Jackson, Term., for the West Tennessee Synod, a retreat at Bethel
College, which was a weekend affair for the Obion Presbytery
and in July of 1968 they attended the National Association of
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Youth Fellowship in Arkansas.
The local group is very fortunate to have a member who

is president Of the Presbyterial
Youth Fellowship which meets
each fifth Sunday for worship
and fellowship. In the late summer of last year, they spent the
weekend at Montgomery
Bell
Park and then joined the church
for Sunday services at the chapel
located at the birthplace of the
church.
A continuing project of the
Fulton CPYF is the making of
signs to he placed on various
highways and streets giving directions to the church.
Because of his belief in young
people and his desire to help,
a local funeral director gave a
large picture of Christ in their
honor which was placed in the
foyer of the church.
Officers of the group are: Richard Bodker, president, Tommy
Greer, vice-president; andCindy
Roberts, secretary -treasurer.

,

SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Morning Wedding In Bride's Home
Unites Miss Whitnel, Mr. Crimm

Mrs. Amberg's
Grandson To
Wed In July

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winfred Whitnel of Fulton,
Kentucky announce the marriage of their daughter,
Miss Margaret Linda Whitnel, to Mr. Jesse Carlton
Crimm of Greensboro, North Carolina, on Friday, the
thirteenth of June.
The double ring ceremony was performed at eleven
o'clock in the morning by the Reverend George K.
Comes, Jr., minister of the First United Methodist
Church of Fulton, in the home of the bride's parents,
405 Park Avenue, in the presence of the immediate
Mr. Crimm is the son of Mrs.
E. Frances Crimm of Greensboro, North Carolina, and the
grandson of Mrs. J. L. Corzine
of Columbia, South Carolina, both
of whom attended the wedding.
her wedding the bride
For
wore a knee-length model of white
embroidered batiste designed along shirtwaist lines, featuring
a full skirt and long, gathered
sleeves, cuffed at the wrist. The
dress was buttoned in front to
below the waist with small pearl
buttons. The, (le girdle of self
materi41 was lapped and extended down the front. The collar
stood up softly about the V neck
opening, showing a delicate small
chain and a gold monogrammed
locket that had belonged to her
mother. She carried a nosegay
of white carnations and red rosebuds, tied with white satin ribbon and lace.
Mrs. William Leon Wade, the
former Miss Kelly Reams, of
Glasgow, Virginia, attended Miss
Whitnel as matron of honor.Mrs.
Wade wore a pale pink silk princess model, featuring a French
pleat on one side of the front,
and a ring collar, both accented with small, flat tailored self
bows. Mrs. Wade's nosegay was

of pinx carnations and stephanotis.
Charles Whitnel, brother of the
bride, served as Mr. Crimm's
attendant.
Immediately following the ceremony, the bride's parents entertained the wedding party and the
families at a seated brunch about
the large family dining table.
The white heirloom linen damask
dining cloth was woven in the
motif of bridal lily of the valley
design. The centerpiece of white
chrysanthemums, gladioli and
Marguerite daisies, with green
and white hosta leaves, was arranged in a low silver bowl.
For traveling, Mrs. Crimm
changed into a white double knit
sleeveless costume and wore a
chartreuse silk scarf tied in her
hair, and carried a large chartreuse linen purse, to which she
pinned her nosegay.
The young couple will be at
home near Fort Leonard Wood,
Missouri, where Mr. Crimm is
temporarily stationed with the
United States Army, receiving
training in the engineering corps.

County Library's Miss Edington,
Reading Program Mr Rico Wed
Is In Session
In Las Vegas
There will be a summer reading program sponsored by the
Fulton County Public Library
District again this year. The
theme of the program this year
is THE BOOKWORM READING
PROGRAM,
The reading program started
at Cayce on June 18 at 2:30 in the
afternoon and will run every Wednesday thereafter for six weeks.
The sponsors for the program
at Cayce will be Mrs. Robert
Crump, Mrs. C. E. Mayfield and
Mrs. J. W. Ammoms. The Cayce
group will meet at the Cayce
Elementary School. The participants in the Cayce area will
Join the reading club at the book
mobile stops and get their books
from the bookmobile and then
attend the meetings at the school
for a film and discussion for six
weeks.
The reading program in Fulton
will start on Monday, June 23,
at 2 p. m.and will run for a period
of six weeks. There will be a film
and discussion period each Monday during the program to be conducted by Mrs. John Daniel at
the Fulton Library.
In Hickman, Mrs. Bobby McKelvy and Mrs. Doyle Johns will
conduct the reading program and
be in charge of the films and
discussion periods. The program
will start at the Hickman Library on Thursday, June 26, at
2 p. m. and will be each Thursday for a period of six weeks.
All school age children are
urged to participate in the summer reading program. The
youngest allowed to sign up must
be going to enter the second
grade next year. Certificates will
be awarded at the last meeting of
the reading program.

Three County Girls
At FHA Conference
Nancy DeMyer, Donna Perry
and Wanda Everett represented
the F:ilton County Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America
at the Kentucky State meeting,
held on the campus of Western
Kentucky University at Bowling
Green on June 10-12. They were
accompanied by their advisors.
The group enjoyed the meeting,
with highlights of "Which Way
America", which was very inspirational, and the election and
installation of new state officers.
As district president, Donna
Perry is also eligible to attend
the national meeting, to be held
in Fort Collins, Colorado, July
13-18.

Story Hour
Sally Ferguson and Hazel Johnson will conduct a story hour
from 1:90 to 2 30 p. m. each
Tuesday afternoon at the Fulton
Library for pre-schoolers and
children
through the second
grade. Games will be played and
refreshments will be served. The
prngram will continue for six
weeks and there is no charge.

Residents of FultonCounty and
outlying areas received invitations last week from Mr. and
Mrs. William Thomas Eggleston,
2 Merry Lane, Newport News,
Virginia, to the wedding of their
daughter, Dorothy Ann, to Mr.
George
Robert Karsner. The
wedding will be performed at
twelve o'clock noon on Saturday,
July 12, 1969 in St. Andrews Episcopal Church, Newport News,
with luncheon immediately following at James River Country
Club.
Mr. Karsner is the son of
Mrs. Alice Karsner of Blueberry
Lane, Lexington, Kentucky, and
the grandson of Mrs. William B.
Amberg and the late Judge Amberg of Hickman, Kentucky.

Announcement is being made
of the recent marriage of Miss
Lisa Carol Edington, daughter of
Mr. L. D. Edington of Fulton,
to Mr. John Carter Rice, son of
Mrs. Charles A. Rice and the
late Mr. Rice of 212 Browder
Street in Fulton.
The wedding vows were exchanged in the world famous
chapel, The Chapel of the Bells
in Las Vegas, Nevada, at five
o'clock in the afternoon, Monday,
June 2, 1969.
The couple is now residing at 131
Adelaide Street, Blair Apartments No. 3, Concord, California. Mr. Rice is in the United
States Navy, stationed at Concord
Naval Base.

Susan Walker
Honored With
Coke Party
Among the lovely parties given
for Miss Susan Walker, brideelect of Richard Lee Paschall,
was a coca-cola party given by
Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr., and
Mrs. Anne Carter in the home of
Mrs. Williams, on the morning
of Saturday, June 7.
The tables were beautifully
decorated with magnolia blossoms. Soft drinks, finger sandwiches, potato chips and dips
were served the guests. The honoree was presented with a corsage of daisies.
Those attending were: Carolyn
Allen, Judy Andrews, Linda Barclay, Sally Bondurant, Margaret
Bradley, Cathy Burrow, Nelda
Bushart, Sandra Cash,
Sally
Farmer, Carolyn Fly, Roma Foster, Cindy Homra, Terry Kephart, Carol Luther, Nancy Newton, Vickie Newton, Margaret
Omar, Sara Jane Poe, Sandra
Stokes and Phyllis Willingham.

Mrs. Markey Speaking
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet in the home of Mrs. Laverne Owensby June 19 at 1:30
p.m. Visitors are cordially invited and all members are expected. Mrs. Markey, from the
Electric System, will be present
instead of Mrs. Prince, the home
agent, who is helping direct the
4-H camp at Milan.

summer School
Pat Elliott, Cathy Hyland, Debbie Homra, Kathy Meacham and
Debbie Wheeler left last Sunday
for enrollment in summer school
at Murray State University.

JOG VS. JOB
My neighbor is a faddist
With a slight mental quirk.
He will jog five miles, with
gusto
But ride five Illocks to work.
J. Homer McLin, Legion
Magazine.
•••
Festival Time Coming
B. One Of The Bunch

Atkins Home
Setting For
Nuptial Party

Miss Hutchinson

Miss Hutchinson And Mr. Thorpe
Engaged; Wedding Set For July
Miss Mary Lucille Hutchinson of Union City, Tennessee, and Mr. James Herman Thorpe of South Fulton,
Tennessee, have set July 20th as their wedding date.
The couple's engagement is announced today by the
bride-elect's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Milton Hutchinson of Route 3, Union City. The bridegroom-to-be is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Earl Thorpe of Route 4,
South Fulton.
Miss Hutchinson attended Auburn High School, Auburn, Alabama, her freshmen and sophomore years and graduated from
Union City High School. She was
named Miss Union City
High
School, listed in the Who's Who,
and named a Memphis PressScimitar Teenager-of-the-Week.
She was co-editor of the annual
and a member of the Beta Club,
Student Council, and Future
Homemakers of America. She is
now a sophomore at the University at Martin where she is a
member of Chi Omega sorority,
Home Economics Club, and Honors Corps. She is also a member
of the First United Methodist
C hurch.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Allen

and of Mrs. Knox T. Hutchinson
of Murfreesboro, Tennessee, and
the late Dr. Hutchinson.
Mr. Thorpe graduated from
South Fulton High School and attended the Paducah Electronics
School. He served in the United
States Marine Corps for two
years and toured Vietnam for
one year. He is presently involved with farming interests.
He is the gtandson of Mr. and
Mrs. M. H. Thorpe of Tiptonville,
Tennessee, and Mrs. Lynn Jacobs
of Tiptonville and the late Mr.
John Williams.
The couple will be married at
the First United Methodist
Church at Union City. All friends
and relatives are cordially invited to attend.

Miss Sheila Lowery Sets July 20th
As Day For Her Wedding Ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Lowry of South Fulton are
today announcing the engagement and approaching
marriage of their only daughter, Sheila Elaine, to Sherman Sidney Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Walker,
Fulton Route 1,
Miss Lowry has completed a
two-year business course at the
University of Tennessee at Martin. Mr. Walker has completed
his Junior year at Murray State
University and will enroll as a
senior this fall. He is a member
of the Alpha Gamma Rho social
fraternity.
The late Mr. and Mrs. William H. Ripley of Paducah, are
the maternal
grandparents of
Miss Lowry. Her paternal
grandparents are Mrs. Rebecca
Lowry and the late Robert V.
Lowry, also of Paducah.
Mr. Walker's maternal grandparents are Mrs. Mattie Laws
and the late Sherman Laws of
Palmersville. His paternal
grandparents are Mrs. Callie

Sidney
Walker and the
late
Walker of Fulton Rt. 1.
An Aug. 10 wedding is being
planned.

Homefolks Visit
Mr. and Mrs. Roy T. Hamlett,
formerly of Fulton, now residing
in Falls Church, Va., are visiting in Mrs. Sara Stilley's home
in Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Ward Johnson's home in Fulton
this week. They are enroute to
their home, after attending their
granddaughter's high school
graduation in El Paso, Texas.
Mrs. Hamlett is a sister of
Mrs. Stilley and Mr. Johnson.

Miss Jennifer Burcham Of Hickman
To Wed Lt. Coffman Of Earlington
Miss Jennifer Lynne Burcham and Lt. Wesley Bernard Coffman of Earlington, Ky., have set August 16th
as their wedding date. The couple's engagement is announced today by the bride-elect's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Burcham Jr. of Moscow Avenue, Hickman. The
bridegroom-to-be is the son of Wes Coffman of Elkton,
Ky., and Mrs. Elizabeth Coffman of Earlington, Ky.
Burcham
Miss
attended
Ob ion
County Central High
School her freshman year and
graduated from Fulton County
High School. She received her
B. A. degree in English from
the University of Kentucky where
she was a member of Chi Omega,
social sorority, and of Alpha
Lambda Delta, CWENS, LINKS,
and Mortar Board, academic honorary societies. She was a U.K.
Cheerleader and named first attendant to the 1968 U, K. Homecoming Queen. In 1965 she was
elected Kentucky Derby Queen,
in 1966 she was elected
Miss
Kentucky and represented
the
state
In the Miss U S. A
Pageant, and this year was a
national
finalist in the Miss

Cheerleader U. S. A. Contest at
Cypress Gardens.
She is the granddaughter
of
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burcham
Sr, of Woodland Mills and of Mrs.
J. D. Muse of Woodland and the
late Mr. Muse.
Lt. Coffman graduated from
Earlington High School and received a B. A. degree in business
from the University of Tennessee
where he was a varsity letterman in basketball. Upon graduation he was commissioned a
second lieutenant in the U. S.
Army in the
Transportation
Corps
and now is in Flight
School at Fort Wolters, Tex.
The couple will be married
in the First Baptist
Church
at Hickman.

Miss Margaret Linda Whitnel
and her fiance, Mr. Jesse Carlton Crimm of Greensboro, N. C.,
were honored on Thursday evening, June 12, at an open house
In the home of Mrs. Smith Atkins, with Mrs. Atkins, Mrs.
Steve Wiley, M rs.C harles Reams
and Mrs. Don Sensing as hostesses.
Mrs. E. Frances Crimm of
Greensboro, N. C., mother of
Mr. Crimm, and his grandmother, Mrs. J. L. CorzineofColumbia, S. C., also were
honor
guests.
Mrs. William Leon Wade (formerly Miss Kelly Reams of Fulton) of Glasgow, Va., and Mr.
Jerry Atkins assisted in receiving.
At the dining table, beautifully
appointed with silver candelabra,
silver punch bowl and silver coffee service, punch was served by
Mrs. Reams and coffee by Mrs.
Milton Calliham. Guests called
during the evening between the
hours of eight and ten.

Good Golfing
Feature Of
Opening Day
Opening Day activities were
held last Wednesday at the Fulton
Country Club with a picnic lunch
being held on the lawn Wednesday evening.
Highlighting the afternoon activities was a two-ball foursome
with about 50 golfers participating. Prizes were awarded prior
to the supper by club pro Lynn
Newton.
Winners in the handicap tournament
were Jack GravesLouise Binford and L. M. McBride-Betty Vowell, who tied.
Second were C. D. Jones-Mary
Belle
Wright; Paul DurbinGeorgia Hughes; Belle ExumArch Huddleston.
Medalist honors went to Johnny Campbell and
Bob Mahan,
who scored 99 for the nine holes.
Second low gross winners with
41's were Greg Williamson, Pat
Gossum; L. M, McBride, Betty
Vowel].
John Henson-Betty Lou Thomas won
low putts. Second low
putts were won by C. D. Jones,
Mary Belle Wright; L. M. McBride, Betty Vowell. Closest to
hole on No. 7 winners were Tom
Bushart, Margaret Hall. High
scorers were Bill Scott-Gordon
Wade; and Ed Benedict-Guy Fry.
Club president, Wendel Butts,
welcomed the members and
their guests, and
the Rev.
George Comes gave the invocation preceding the pot-luck supper.

Stork Shower
Surprise To
Mrs.Burrow
A surprise stork shower for
Mrs. John Burrow was given
Saturday evening in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Batts. Cohostesses were Mrs. Joe
C.
Johnston and Mrs. Andy Batts of
Lexington.
Mrs. Burrow will be leaving
soon to join her husband who is
with the Army in Tiburg, Holland.
The hostesses presented Mrs.
Burrow with a novelty corsage
and baby book. Appropriate contests were played with the prizes
being given to the honoree.
After Mrs. Burrow opened her
gifts, a dessert course was
served, featuring a cake shaped
and decorated like a baby sweater with bootees to match.

This corner, "Meet the President,' is the first in a
series the News plans to publish to acquaint our readers
with the individuals who are the leaders in our fatflung, widespread organizational network in the twin
cities.
The first subject of this series is Mrs. James Robey,
a tall, good-looking, soft-spoken lady who says her hobby is her family, and when time permits some work outdoors in her yard.
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Mrs. Robey Lives For Family,
Loves Outdoors, Is PTA President
As the new president of the
South Fulton Parent-Teacher Association, Mrs. Robey, who has
the euphonious sounding first
name of Zearle,(pronounced Sara
Lee) was born and reared in
this community and comes by her
propensity for doing things and
making people happy, quite naturally. She is the only child of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bethel,"ole
Hammerin' Hank at Wade Furniture Company," who surely
has never met a stranger.
Married to James Robey, a
veteran employee of the A & P
Food Store (23 years) Zearle
was one of the ladies with "the
voice with a smile," at the local
Southern Bell Telephone office.
She later became service assistant and was in this position
when the local system went to
"dial" in 1965.
Working with young people
comes as easy as counting one
and two for Mrs. Robey,and being
the president of the South Fulton PTA is an honor that was
destined to come to her. She has
served on the executive board
for three years and has been
a hard-working member for all
the time that her sons David,
17 and Mark, 12 1/2 have been
old enough to want their mother
to answer "present" when the
home-room roils were called.
Besides being actively engaged
in all school activities, Mrs.
Robey has worked with the Cub
Scouts, and of course she served
as a den mother. Young Mark is
still an active scouter, so you
know that means a lot of getting
around for the Robeys, a typical, good American family. Mr.
Robey is also an only child. His
pareR
ntosbear
y.e Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
"People said when we married that we didn't have a chance
to stay married, since neither of
us had brothers or sisters. We've
been at it 19 years, and I imagine we've gotten adjusted, don't
you?" she asked this reporter.
We 'low as how they have,
since we've known them both for
many years and number them
among our favorite people.
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Mrs. Robey is today announcing the officers, which were installed at the final meeting of
the school year, and the committee chairman for the 196970
year. Mrs. Harvey Bondurant, retiring president,
Insralled the officers.
Officers are: First vice president, Mrs. William Ward; second vice president, Mrs. Clyde
Stunson; third vice president,
Mrs. Richard Rose; secretary,
Mrs. Harvey
Bondurant Jr.;
treasurer, Mrs. Larry Kelly; reporter, Mrs. Paul Blaylock; program, Mrs. Danny Thorpe and
Mrs. Phillip Andrews; hospitp.i..ity, Mrs. Hattie
Vanderford,
membership, Mrs. Russell floss,
chairman, Mrs. Bill Gray; parliamentarian, Mrs. Mac Burrow;
calling committee, Mrs. Billy
McCollum.
Mrs. Robey has named the
committee heads as follows:
Cultural art, Mrs. Billy Milner; budget and finance, Kenneth Crews, Virgil Yates, Kendred Winston, Harold Henderson;
character, spiritual education,
the Rev. Mr. Smalley, assisted
by W. W, Jetton; cook
book,
Mrs. Ned Waldrop, Mrs. R. T.
Bodker, Mrs. Clyde Stunson,
Mrs. Mac Burrow and Patricia
Travis;
Legislative, C. D. Jones, Ed
Seeley, Clyde Stunson, Cecil
Maddox, David Phelps, Harry
Bushart, Elmer Mansfield, Milton Counce and Ralph Puckett;
Founder's Day, Elsie Provow,
chairman, Mrs. Bob
Harris;
health, Mrs. Tom Templeton,
Dirs. Kenneth WAIN*, anrapbook and history, Mrs. J. C.
Witherspoon, Mrs. Thomas Dedmon, Mrs. William Ward; PTA
magazine, Mrs. Ralph Jackson,
Mrs. John Dunn; citizenship,
Mrs, Chester Gregory and Mrs.
Gerald Wayne Powell;
Safety, Mrs, Philip Wiley,
Mrs. Larry Kelly, Mrs. W. T.
Atkins; cooperating with college,
Virgil Yates, Wyatt Clamingham; juvenile protection, R. T.
Bodker, Cleo McClanahan; mental health, Mr, and Mrs. Walter
Hayden, Mr, and Mrs. Howard
Atkins.
The float committee will be
announced at a later date.

Mrs. James Robey, new president of the South Fulton P-TA, is
shown here in her garden, which is a secondary hobby to making
her family happy.

Miss Ann Herron
Library Director
Miss Ann Herron, reference
librarian at Murray State University since 1952, will become
associate director of the library
on July 1, according to President
Harry M. Sparks.
She will also be acting librarian
this summer while Charles F.
Hinds is off campus working on
his doctoral degree.
Miss Herron was one of three
Murray State staff
members
presented 25-year
service
plaques at the annual
alumni
banquet list month.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News 4akes pleasure in wishing Happy Birthday to the following
friends:
June 20: Mm. Emma Butts, Cathy
McKinney; June 21: Dickie Gossum, W. B. Lancaster, Mrs. Vivian
Jones; June 22: Miss Anna Lou
Caldwell;
June 23: Ronald Mac Fields,
Ricky Lock, Jr.; June 20: Tommy
LeMaster, Delbert Mulcahy; June
2.5: Mrs. Carl Seccombe, Howard
Milan, Mrs. Kellena Holland; June
26: Vicki Cruce.
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plus return visits of former Amigos
here, plus other interesting and heartwarming incidents that were generated
because a Latin student came to the
Festival we don't need to repeat those
cases.
But last weekend, talking to a
young Fultonian now away at college,
we found just another instance where
the Amigo program performed a
worthwhile, if unlooked-for, result.
This young man is now enroute to Europe on a coveted summer program involving a few carefully-selected U. S.
students. He will spend the entire
summer there, as the only Kentucky
college student selected for the program.
What is the program?—Basically
a foundation-sponsored "people-topeople" program, seeking to better
US-Continental relations and understanding. Where did he first generate
interest in such programs? Why, right
here in his hometown of Fulton, from
our Amigo program!
Only recently former Vice-President Hubert Humphrey was quoted as
saying: "The people of Latin-America
want our help if it is given with a hand
of friendship and cooperation."
This is precisely what our international relations program of the Banana Festival is trying so desperately
to accomplish. It is not an easy goal to
achieve, but it is a dynamic challenge
to an American coMmitment around
the world to bring peace in our time.
Where else can we look for better
tomorrows than to our young people
who have a vital stake in putting into
motion those programs than can assure
hemispheric peace?
This is not to discount the worthwhile and enduring aspects of adult
people-to-people" programs nor to lessen their emphasis in future Festivals
one bit. But we are discovering, in the
respect and understanding that our
"Amigo" program has developed, another prime contribution that the Festival has made and continues to make,
and we submit that this Amigo program may well emerge as the soundest
contribution of the whole Festival

Financial "Problems" Of Postal Service
Defy All Logic Of Economics. Good Sense
There is an old rule-of-thumb in
business circles that has held true for
generations: "the greater the volume,
the less-cost-per-unit" of an item. In
• manufacturing, distribution and sales
of a product, we have living testimony
on all sides of us that prices are lower
and quality is better than ever before
in history. When, for instance, has
anyone ever been able to make a
transcontinental phone call for $1.?
Why, in the face of astronomical
volume and its accompanying reveImes, the U. S. postal service cannot
..maintain its rate charges . . . or even
. consider lowering them, we do not understand. The situation seems to go
against all axioms of business that we
know of.
We have no quarrel with the 740,000 mailmen who are asking for an
honest wage for an honest day's work;
they're entitled to it same as the employees of any other industry, and they
have always been paid well.
But we submit that SOMETHING
must be wrong with a system that
streamlines itself for maximum efficiency, handles record volume, does
record business and still increases its
rates nearly every year. What we
would like to know is this:
If a first-class letter is going to
cost all of us 7c sometime after July
1st., just HOW MUCH government
agency mail is still being handled for
free? How many million or billion

S. Cathy
ie GoaVivian
na Lou

Address all mail (subscriptions, change of address,. Forms 3875) to Post Office Box 387 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42341.
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Subscription Rates: $2.08 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weekley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the
United States $4.1111 per year.
—
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales Tax.

THE WHITE HOUSE

pieces a week does somebody have to
sort, transport and deliver while the
public pays the cost in the form of increasing rates?
As a newspaper, we receive, every
week, a stack of "franked" letters and
envelopes from every conceivable department of the U. S. government. The
parcels state that "postage and fees
have been paid by XXX agency" and
this we think is a big joke, only the
laugh is really on us, and the Post Office Department. We are having to
pay the postage and the P.0. D. is having to handle this stuff.
We would like to see every single
agency of the Federal government be
required to pay the going rate for postal service same as civilian users, and
let their respective "budgets" pay thE
actual cost. It doesn't matter to us if
the government is taking money out of
one pocket and putting it into another
... it would be taking it out of one fatbudgeted department and putting it
into the struggling post office departmeni so it can have an honest accounting of itself.
We do not follow the POD's feeling that first class mail must be expedited via air, either. If it takes seven
days for a first-class letter to reach
California from Fulton, so what? (As
long as the cost is 5c, or even 6c). If
we want to expedite the message, we
could send it by air at, say, 20c per
ounce, or if we want to expedite it
more than that we could make a phone
call for $1 and do it instantly at night.
We think it is time that we are
holding prices steady, and giving the
whole system an examination to see
WHY NOT. Surely a moderate cost-ofliving increase for postal workers
can't be blamed for all of the problems.

May 12, 1969

NEED OF LOVING
Folk need a lot of loving in the morning;
The day is all before, with cares beset The cares we know, and they that give no warning;
For love is God's own antidote for fret.

The Efforts Of The Banana Festival Towards
Hemispheric Friendship Is Worth The Price
The Banana Festival,—the unique
International salute staged annually
by Fulton and South Fulton to the
Latin American banana producing
countries,—has had its share of publicity, glory and frustrations in its six
years of determined effort.
It has played host to ambassadors,
d)plomats, educators, newspapermen
and a legion of Latin adults invited to
attempt to develop closer and more
friendly feelings between the Americas. Sometimes the attempts to develop better "adult-to-adult" understanding meet with frustrations hard
to cope with: murder of U. S. diplomats
in Guatemala, stoning of other diplomats in Venezuela, refusal of Ecuador
to participate in a U. S. - sponsored alliance, just to name a few.
But each year, with the adults,
Come a bunch of Latin students, and
• the success of this "Amigo" program
is now emerging as possibly the outstanding contribution to hemispheric
understanding and good will that the
Festival is producing.
If this result was too far-off when
the Amigo program began, it has
nevertheless now began to bear fruit.
If this result was unlooked-for at the
time the program was conceived, it
nevertheless now emerges as something tangible, worthwhile and endur.
ing.
From a number of sources here,
we learn of cases where firm family
friendships, developed during the visit
of a Latin youngster here for the Festival, are continuing happily. From
some of our young men and women
themselves, who played host to Amigos
during bygone Festivals, we continue
to be informed that this "people-topeople" program of getting U. S. students acquainted wkli their Latin
counterparts has produced enduring
respect and friendships across the
borders. Not only for the students,
mitid you, but also for the whole idea
,of the program.
Because we have already carried
SO many accounts in the paper about
ibllow-up visits of our students and,
sometimes their families, to LatinAmerican homes of their "Amigos",
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WASHINGTON

"were it }eft to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, .1 should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."
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IDOET'S CORNER

Letters To Editor

Folk need a heap of loving at the noontime In the battle lull, the moment snatched from strife
Halfway between the waking and the croontime,
While bickering and worriment are rife.
Folk hunger so for loving at the nighttime,
When wearily they take them home to rest At slumber song and turning-out-the-light time Of all the times for loving, that's the.best.
Folk want a lot of loving every minute The sympathy of others and their smile!
Till life's end, from the moment they begin it,
Folks need a lot of loving all the while.
— Strickland Gillilan
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THE GOLDEN SICKLE, by Davis Grubb. A ravening wind whistles round the attic of a lonely
inn in a post-revolutionary Virginia where Dan Cresap lies half
alseep. Suddenly, from the shadowy stairwell, emerges a haggard, terrified man. A man sent
by dying Jim Cresap to his teenage son with a strange legacy': a
furry leather box sealed with a
'clot of blood-red wax. Within it
lie a signet ring, a ball of string,
and a scrawled verse—clues to a
hidden treasure.
NO TRAINS ON SUNDAY, by
Willie Kohlmann. In 1928, Willie
Kohlmann was eleven and hardly
more in love with the railroad
than would be normal in a boy of
his years, which is to say he was
Just plain crazy about trains. On
Sundays, no trains ever ran
through Builawollock but during
the week, Willie used to watch
them steam by his house and he
would wave to the engineers, the
conductors.
firemen and the
There is something of Penrod
in Willie Kohlmann and something of Tom Sawyer, too, and in
this nostalgic rear view of childhood, every man who grew up In
the country or a small town will
surely find some delightful reflection of his younger self.
THE POODLE BOOK, by Jeff
Griffen. Here is just about everything anyone who owns — or is
owned by—a poodle needs to know.
Jeff Griffen loves poodles and,
by experience, has learned a
great deal about them. He begins
this carefully thought-out manual
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of poodle wisdom with the very
first step in your relationship
with a poodle, buying a puppy.
QUEEN CHRISTINA, by Georgina Masson. Of all the women
of history, none has been more
enigmatic and paradoxical —not
sphinx,
even England's great
of
Elizabeth — than Christina
Sweden. She was a woman who
would have preferred to be a man
and went to scandalous lengths to
behave like one. Her dress, her
language, her deportment were
all as masculine as she could
make them, and she carried this
perverse image into the choosing
of a royal favorite.
HOUSE PLANTS, by George
Elbert. The specific needs of
plants are fully described in nontechnical, easily understood
terms—watering, potting, as well
as temperature and ventilation
requirements. The newest techniques such as growing under artificial lights, the employment of
soil substitutes, and the use of
systemic insecticides are set
forth.
FAROUK OF EGYPT, by Barrie McBride. This is the life
story of one of the most notorious
figures of the century. This is the
story of that good-hearted and
sad man with palaces but no home,
and his struggle against overwhelming odds. A sycophantic
court, two unsuccessful marriages and numerous affairs, hum'liation at the hands of a domiBritish Ambassador,
neering
Prime
conflict with an aging
Minister whose young and beauti-
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Turning Back The Clock

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I want you to know the great
importance that I attribute to
your work. The Partners of the
Alliance exemplify the best of the
Hemisphere's joint efforts. Any
working Alliance for Progress
which has set challenging goals
such as ours must be a partnership of people as well as nations.
You have recognized this, and you
are meaningfully advancing our
common objectives.
Productive international cooperation must be between partners — partners who listen to
each other, who share a cause,
and pursue it with equal vigor.
Your continuing success in furthering such cooperation is rewarding for all of us.
The creative potential of our
societies can be fully realized
only if individual citizens exercise initiative and are willing to
reinforce the work of their governments. It is imperative that
we realize this full potential if
we are to deal effectively with
our immense problems and
achieve the kind of progress we
seek.
As civic-minded individuals
and groups, the Partners of the
Alliance are in the vanguard of
voluntarism in the Americas.
You are using your talents and
your time constructively for our
benefit, and for that of all our
Sister Republics.
I send you my warmest best
wishes for sustained achievement.

ful wife led Cairo to corruption,
these he had to contend with.
A FRINGE OF BLUE, by Joice
Nakivell 1.och. On the frontier
between Mount Athos and the
_ Greek mainland stands a Byzantine tower called Prosforion.
Its tenant, Mrs. Loch, is wellknown, almost legendary, to travellers to the holy mauntain.She
was born in Australia, and was
Richard Nixon
brought up in all the rigors and
eccentricities of outback family
In 1918, the then Miss
life.
Nankivell went to England where
she married an English writer,
Sydney Loch. After World War II,
the Lochs moved to Salonika to
help with the resettlement of
the Greeks from Asia Minor.
While there they discovered and
rented the Byzantine tower.
(Ed's note Mrs. Westpheling
CAROLINE, THE UNHAPPY
co-chairman of the Kentucky
is
QUEEN, by Edward Russell. On
Partners of the Alliance.)
Caroline
1821,
7th,
August
Amslia Elizabeth of Brunswickof
Wolfenbutel, queen-consort
ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS
King George IV of Great Britheart.
ain, died of a broken
Dear Jo:
Twenty-six years earlier she had
been married to her first cousin
Enclosed is some information.
the Prince of Wales, the First
of vital importance concerning
Gentleman of Europe. Her husour efforts to obtain a Partners
been
band, who had already
Plane for Peace. If you agree
secretly married to another wothat a large plane making a cir-,
man, was dead drunk on his wedcult of the hemisphere expand
ding night, which he spent, acthe interchange of the Partners
cording to his wife, "sleeping
program, then now is the time
under the grate where he fell and
for an organized effort.
where I left him "
Looking forward to a big year
M SSAGE FROM HONG KONG,
the Partners and with warmfor
did
What
by Mignon G. Eberhart.
est personal regards.
the cryptic-message from Hong
Kong mean? To Marcia Lowry's
Sincerely yours,
never
father-in-law, who has
James H. Boren, Director
given up hope, it indicates that
Partners for the Alliance
his ne'er-do-well son Dino is
Alliance for Progress
still alive three years after he
has inexplicably vanished. But
Mr. Lowry is an invalid, and since
Marcia wishes to marry Richard
Blake and begin a new life, it is
Jo-- this could be an
P.S.
up to her to fly to the Far East
answer for many of your Banana
and try to track dowa the waylonger' Festival problems.
ward husband she no
wants.

TO—Jones a-M-Harry Reams. Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was held in the home of the
bride's parents. After a wedding trip to New Orleans,
Biloxi and the Gulf Coast, Mr. and Mrs. Puckett will be
at home at 514 West State Line.

Miss Pauline Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Davis of Route 1, Fulton, and Castle E. Parker,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Parker of Murray, were marJune 17, 1949
ried Friday, June 10, in a beautiful church ceremony in
the First Baptist Church in Murray. Rev. H. C. Childers
G. C. Richards of Brooksville, Ky., has arrived in performed the impressive ring ceremony. Mrs. Leo S.
County
Fulton
the
of
office
the
in
assistant
Fulton to be
Hutt of Robinsonville, Ill., sister of the bride, was maSoil Conservation district. Mr. Richards will assist farm- tron of honor. Miss Betty Lou Davis, a younger sister
Mrs.
and
Mr.
projects.
conservation
ers with their soil
of the bride, was flower girl. Billy Jo Saunders served
Richards are presently domiciled in the home of their as best man, and ushers were Rcibert Hopkins of MurBennett.
Robert
Charles
Mrs.
son and daughter, Mr. and
ray and Billy Pogue of Paducah. Following a wedding
trip to the Ozarks, the couple will make their home in
Howard "Happy" Edwards, well-known local busi- St. Louis.
nessman and experienced restauranteur, has joined
The following ministers, in Fulton, were listed on
Smith's Cafe as co-manager with Harley Neal. Mr. Edwards has resigned his position with the Airlene Gas the church calendar: J. G. Heisner, First Baptist; J. T.
Drace, South Fulton Baptist; Rev, Thomas Libs, St. EdCompany and has already assumed his new duties.
wards Catholic; Perry L. Stone, First Christian; Chas. L.
Rev. Walter E. Mischke, pastor of the First Meth- Houser, Central Church of Christ; Charlie Mackins,
E.
odist Church, has been returned to the pastorate for the Church of God; Wm.C. Taylor, Trinity Episcopal; W.
Mischke, First Methodist; J. C. Matthews, Church of the
sixth consecutive year.
Nazarene, and E. Rueb, Cumberland Presbyterian.
In a lovely home ceremony of simplicity Miss Dorothy Corum, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Corum,
became the bride of Frank Hodges Sunday morning,
June 12, in the home of her parents on Eddings Street.
The double ring ceremony was solemnized by the Rev.
James G. Heisner, pastor of the First Baptist Church.
Miss Marian Armbruster was maid of honor and Edgar
Corum, brother of the bride, served as best man. After
a wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Hodges will be at home at
The First Methodist Church was the scene of a 801 Eddings Street.
wedding of beauty and simplicity Sunday afternoon at
Fulton Route Four: A birthday dinner was given in
five o'clock, when Miss Vada Bell Ward, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Ward, became the bride of Carl the home of Mrs. Junior Cruce Sunday in honor of her
Puckett, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr., in husband, Junior.
West State Line: Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Grable and
the presence of a large group of friends and relatives.
The impressive double ring ceremony was solemnized children have returned from Florida. Rev. Grable is
by Rev. W. E. Mischke, pastor of the church. Miss Mil- pastor of the Assembly of God Church at Cayce. He has
dred Padgett of Murray was maid of honor and Mrs. been there for the past year, but is moving to Florida
Harry Reams was matron of honor. Ushers were Stan- soon.

Mrs. L.0. Carter and Mrs. Clint Reeds entertained
with a lovely bridge party Friday afternoon in the home
of Mrs. Carter. Eight tables were arranged for games
of contract. Following several progressions, Mrs. Don
Hill was awarded high score prize, Mrs. Hunter Whitesell second high and Mrs. Elizabeth Payne low. Out of
town guests were Mrs. Jerry Porter and Mrs. Jerry
Johnson of Clinton, who received guest gifts.

John Burris, Veteran Employee
To Head FHA Acth ities In State
A U S. Department of Agriculture honor award recipient
and veteran employee has been
named to head Farmers Home
Administration activities in Kentucky, according to an announcement by Secretary of Agriculture Clifford M Hardin.
The appointment of John H
Burns, 59, of Bardstowa(Nelson
County) Kentucky, as state director of the Departmental Agriculture agency in Kentucky became effective May 26.
He fills a spot left vacant by
the recent death of Samuel T
Harrison.
As Kentucky director of the
Farmers Home Administration,
Mr. Burris will administer rural
credit programs for family farm
operation, rural housing and
community facilities which last
year totaled over $38 million.
The agency has state headquarters in Lexington and 51 fulltime county offices.
The outstanding quality of Mr.
Burris' work was recognized in
1959 when he received the Superior Service Award, the Department's second highest award.
Mr. Burris started his federal

Address Change
Important For
Social Security
Residents of the Fulton County
area who are receiving monthly
social security checks are reminded by Charles M. Whitaker,
Social Security Manager in Paducah, to report directly to the Social Security Office any change of
address or other events affecting
continued receipt of their checks.
Reports may be made by mail
(you may use the back of your
check envelope for this), phone,
or in person. Appropriate report forms are available at the
Social Security Office.
Whitaker said this reporting
method enables the district office to take advantage of the increased capacity of its high speed
to
circuits
communications
transmit information to record
centers. Until recently, social
security beneficiaries were encouraged to notify the Social Security Administration about the
occurrence of these events by
mailing pre-addressed postcard
forms to a record center.
Events that affect receipt ofmonthly social security checks,
in addition to address changes,
are starting or stopping work
(employment), marriage or remarriage in some instances, divorce, and death.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Between Martin and Union City
Thor-Fri-Sat., June 19, 20, 21
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Gregory Peck, Eva Marie Saint

The Stalking Moon
AND
Robert Morse, Inger Stevens

A Guide For The
Married Man
Sun Mon., June 22, 23
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Doris Day, Terry Thomas

Where Were You When
The Lights Went Out

government career In 1939 with
Farmers Home Administration
as assistant county supervisor
at the Monticello Office.
He was promoted to county
supervisor in 1940 and put
in
charge of the Springfield office
serving Washington County. He
entered the army in 1942, and returned three years later to head
the FHA county office in Bards-

First Social
Security Checks
Mailed Faster

Col. Sweers
Joins Staff
Of Journalists

Tony Rome
Tutts-Wed-Thur., June 24-25-26
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Frank Sinatra

The Detective
AND

The Sweet Ride

Col. Peter C. Sweers, Jr., currently editor-in-chief of the quartermillion daily newspaper, Pacific
Stars and Stripes, has been appointed associate professor of Journalism at Murray State University.
Colonel Sweers retires from the
Army on August 1 and will join the
s7aff of Murray State beginning
September 1, 1969.
Dr. L. J. Hortin, director of
Journalism at Murray State, said
Colonel Sweers will be one of two
advisors of the
Murray State
News, student weekly at Murray

OBION COUNTY

Vow.

Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

.014

?ow"

He attended Western Kentucky
University in Bowling Green,
majored in economics and sociology, with a minor in agriculture,
and graduated with a bachelor's
degree in 1938.

Recently expanded use ef data
processing changes will now reduce the time required for many
social security applicants to get
their first checks, according to
Charles M. Whitaker, Social Security District Manager in Paducah.
A new applicant could get his
first check about one month earlier when the new procedures
can be used.
Under the changes, most of the
time consuming manual work on
claims has been eliminated. This
is accomplished by direct work
from the local social security
offices to the data processing
machines which do the benefit
computations and prepare the
awards for payments to start.
"We are very pleased with the
new procedures," Whitaker said.
"However, it can be used effectively only if the applicant
provides the local office with
complete and accurate information and all evidence needed at
the time he applies."
"Effective use will require a
willingness on the part of the
applicant to get the information
and proofs he needs before the
time he plans to apply," he continued. "This is a form of self
help that will be very much to
the applicant's advantage and we
are eager to give the improved
service."
As yet, Whitaker stated, not
all types of claims can be handled under the new procedure.
However, whether or not the new
procedure is used, any payment
can be made faster if those planning to apply will first call or
write the social security office
for advice as to what information
and evidence will be needed.
The Social Security Office, 112
South Tenth Street, Paducah, is
open weekdays, 8.45 A. M. to
5:00 P. M., and until 7:00 P.M.
on Thursdays. Telephone--4437321
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The largest
Tennessee
held in
held Wednesday and Thursday
(June 25 and 26th) at the Agriculture Experiment Station in
Jackson. The Farm Progress
Show is unlike any event ever
before held in West Tennessee.
The programs on both days are
the same but the program Is so
large that if you go on June 25th
you'll want to go back on June 26
so that you can see all the different parts of the Farm Progress Show.
The program it the farm show
is so large and varied that you
could spend all one day observing the Livestock Exhibits and
Program, OR the Dairy Exhibits
and Program. OR the Field Crops
and Forage Exhibits and Program, OR the Agriculture Engineering exhibits and Program,
OR the Agriculture Biology Program. and several other programs and exhibits too numerous to mention.
The Agriculture Progress
Show is so big - you can't afford to mtss going. Call your
neighbors and get up a car load.
The women should also attend
this show because there will be a
complete program on Food Technology, (Dielectric
Cooking,
freeze drying), Flowers, Shrubs,
Trees for the Home Lawn and
Ornamental Plants.

In 1965 Mr. Burns was promoted to the State office at Lexington. There he helped coordinate and supervise state-wide
lending programs to alleviate
rural proverty, strengthen family farms and re-establish farm ing operations after natural disaster.
Mr. Burris was made chief of
the operating loan division in
1967, a position he
has held
until his appointment as
state
director.

AND
Frank Sinatra, Jill St. Jolua
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CLEANED OUT-James Caldwell (second from
right), store manager, shows investigators how
the safe at E. W. James and Sons supermarket
in Union City was cleaned of an estimated
$2,500 to $3,000 Thursday night. With Mr.

Caldwell are (from left) union City Police
Sgt. Charles Pendergrass and Patrolmen Dale
Cosby ad Tollie Graves, an investigator for
Malone and Hyde Wholesale Grocery Co. (See
Story, Page One, Second Section)

ASC Committee
Reveals Rules
4%. For '70 Wheat
A 1970 Wheat allotment will
automatically be established for
all farms that had a wheat allotment established for 1969.
A NEW farm wheat allotment may be established for 1970
crop wheat for farms that did
not have a 1969 allotment and
which can meet all eligibility
requirements, Mi. Roy Bard,
Chairman, Fulton County ASC
Committee, announced today.
To be eligible for a new farm
allotment, the operator most expect to receive 50 per cent, or
mare, of his income from the production of agricultural commodities on the farm; neither the owner nor the operator may have an
interest in any other farm •mhich
has a 1970 wheat allotment; and
the person making application
must have had at least two years
experience in the last five years
in producing wheat.
Applications for a new farm
allotment must be .filed in the
county office on or before June
30, 1969. Any interested producer what can meet these requirements and desires to make
application, should contact the
county office before the final
date for filing an application.

Ralph Hardy inspects no-till soybeans being planted in barley
stubble on the R. B. Watts farm near Fulton. He is planting directly behind the combine. Hardy has planted several acres of
no-till corn and soybeans this year.

Many County
Grads Enroll
At Murray U
As of May 15, more than 2,200 new students have been admitted for the fall semester at
Murray State University.
These include incoming freshmen, transfer students and those
accepted in the MSU Graduate
School from other institutions.
Listed among them are 40 students from Fulton County. They
are:
CRUTCHFIELD: Nancy C.
Brown.
FULTON: Rita G. Adams, Terry W. Brown, Gloria J. Bynum,
Rita K. Cash, Marianne Crider,
Stephen Fly, Michael G. Gilbert,
Sandra Gilliland, Felix M. Gossum. Avery L. Hancock, Phyllis
A. Hancock, Deborah L. Homra,
Anita L. Hyland, Sara C. Hyland,
Robert T. Jeffrey, Vieva C. Jolley, Lynne D. Lech, Linda K.
Mann, Patti J. McAlister, Kathy
A. Meacham, Mark B. Moon,
Sharon M. Moore, Rands L. Nabors, William F. Pickard.
Brenda F. Roberts, Philip R.
Rose, Kay E. Veale, Wesley K.
Vowell, Donna G. Wall, Debra
A. Wheeler, James G. Williams,
W.
Eddie Williamson, Eddie
Wright, Hugh S. Wright and Raymond M. Yates.
HICKMAN: Bobby Chrisp, Robert 0. Forsythe, Ronnie L. Fulcher, Paul W. Glaser, Nona E.
Holland, Nancy J. James and
Pamela McNeill, Charles H. Poynor.

Service Notes
KINROSS, Mich.—Rabert Duncan 11, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Diannan, Bomar Heights, Columbia,
Ky., has been promoted to master
sergeant in the U. S. Air Force.
Sergeant Duncan is a material
specialist in a unit of thd Aerospace
Defense Command at Kincheloe
AFB, Mich.
The sergeant, a 1950 graduate of
Jackman High School, is a veteran
of the Korean War and has completed a tour of duty in Vietnam.
His wife, Josephine, is the daughsler of Mr. and Mrs. Mellon Say.
1e. 919 W. 12th St., Coffeyville,
Kan.

CHING CHUAN KANG, Taiwan
—Staff Sergeant Calvin 0. Brown,
son of Mr. and Mrs. °near Brown,
Faillield, Fla., has'arrived tor duty
at Ching Chuan Kang AB, Taiwan.
Sergeant Brown, a
material
specialist, is assigned to a unit of
the Pacific Air Forces. He previously served at Lockbourne AFB,
Ohio.
The sergeant is a graduate of
North Marion High School, Reddick, Fla.
His wife, Lucy, is the daughter
of Mrs. Sylvia Greer of London,
Ky. Mrs. Brown's fater, J. E. Travillian, resides in Fulton, Ky.
A joy that's shared is a Joy
mule double.
- John Ray

Field Day For
Farm Youth Is
Near Frankfort
A special sum -ner field day
for youngsters interested
in
breeding and showing beef cattle is set for June 28 at Elko
Bell Farm near Frankfort, Tim
Dievert, president of the Kentucky Junior Angus Association
reports.
The program is being spuiis ed by the Kentucky Junior Association but all youngsters and
adults interested in beef cattle
are invited to attend. It begins
at 10:00 a. m.
A highlight will be the selection of the two top junior Angus
showmen in the state. They will
represent Kentucky in the 3rd
Annual National Junior Angus
Showmanship Contest August 4
and 5 in Lexington, Kentucky.
The
talks, demonstrations,
and skits will be designed to help
boys and girls do a better Job
with their beef cattle 4-H Club
and FFA projects. At the conclusion of the field day the Kentucky Junior Angus Association
will conduct their annual meeting and election of officers.

OBION COUNTY COTTON
FARMERS QUALIFY FOR COTTON MARKETING SERVICE
Mr. Cotton Farmer! Obion
County farmers are now elegible
for cotton classification and market news services for the 1969
season, according to M P. Talbot, Jr., In Charge, Memphis
Cotton Classing Office.
The free classification
and
market news services are provided for farmers under
the
Smith-Doxey Act of 1937. Mike
reading service is also free.
Farmers in Obion County had 4,928 sample classed under this
program last year. The average
yield per acre of cotton in Mon
County was only 408 pounds of
lint per acre past year. This is
just a few pounds less than the
Tennessee average.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
June 25-26-Agriculture Progress Show - Jackson
July 16 - Feeder Pig Sale Lexington, Term.
July 7 - Feeder Pig Sale Dresden

Miss Ky.- World
Finals July 19
In Louisville
The MISS WORLD-USA Beauty
Pageant entry from Kentucky will
be selected at the MISS KENTUCKY-WORLD finals to be held
in Louisville, Kentucky, July 19,
1969. Any girl, single or married,
17 to 27 years of age, is eligible to compete. No talent necessary. Contestants will compete
in evening gown, swimsuit,
charm, poise, personality and
intelligence.
The winner of MISS KENTUCKY-WORLD will compete for the
MISS WORLD-USA title of 1969
in Baltimore, Maryland,September 15-20, 1969. Bob Hope will
crown the winner. MISS WORLD
USA will receive an all expense
trip to London, England to compete for the MISS WORLD title.
Entry blank for MISS KENTUCKY-WORLD can be obtained
from ALIX ADAMS AGENCY,
404 Speed Building, Louisville,
Kentucky, 40202.

WWI JIM PRYOR
Aerkelleael Agra& Meta Ceetrel Melreedi
limestone and
Agricultural
fertilizer recommendations
based on a reliable soil test is
one of the most important essentials in dairying. Thraugh-.
out the years many agricultural
agencies
have promoted this
phase of dairying, and it is still
often left out of the farming program.
To me fertilizing the coming
crop without a soil test is much
the same as milking the same
herd year after year and never
weighing a cow's milk. This
leaves the dairyman always
guessing, just how much should
this cow have at feeding time,
or spread about so much agriculture limestone on the back 40.
It has never been limed.
Each crop that is to be grown
requires a little different treatment. Excessive amounts of agriculture limestone and fertilizer
would be wasted under certain
crops, while insufficient amounts
under other crops would be Just
as disastrous.
No home builder would attempt
building a house without a inau.
and knowing just how much material would be required. To fertilize without a soil test could
be as costly. Today every farmer has access to soil testing service. I believe, however, It is
very important that the test results be discussed with the farmer, so that requirements will be
better understood.
It is also important to know
something of the history of the
fields being tested. Most tests
will give you a reaction if rock
phosphate has ever been added to
the farm. This should be taken
into consideration when making
phosphate recommendations.
High quality agriculture limestone is a must for all agriculture and especially dairying.
Alfalfa, our most valuable roughage, must have a pH of about 7in
order to thrive. Fine, high quailty agriculture limestone is the
most economical material used
on the farm. It will give more
dollars returned per dollar invested than other plant foods
when needed. Now the big question is, when is limestone needed and how much? The only way
is with a soil test. If It ls needed buy the best material that is
available regardless
of cost.
Throughout the south thousands
of acres was once planted to cotton, then became depleted and
eroded badly. Today many of
these acres are being brought
back into production
through
soil testing, grass, legumes, and
dairying.
Proper management to the key
to farm Drafts today. Make every
dollar do its share of earning.
This means we cannot waste dollars on unneeded plant food or
low quality agriculture limestone.
Thrifty dairy farmers will be
around for many June dairy
months to come.

S. P.110011E & CO.
140 Broadway, South Puiton
Phone 479-1464
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and TIle
—Downs and McGee'Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Cerpethqs

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES
A complete line. America's quality-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
to 36,000 pounds.

Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn.
901/479.2517

ROAD BUILDERS

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 East Calhoun St —Memphis, Taman**
Highway 51, South—Union City, Tartness**
Highway 45, Soots — Corinth, Mississippi
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ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON
from Kentucky
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"For ye have not received the son, was no longer
under law, but
spirit of bondage again to fear; under grace.
but ye have received the spirit of
"And because ye ar‘ sons,"
adoption (Lit., sonship), whereby I Says the apostle,
"God hath sent
we cry, Abbe, Father" (Rom. forth the Spirit of
His Son into
8:15).
your hearts, crying, Abba, Father.
The position of the believer in .Wherefore thou are no
more a
the family of God is amply illus- 'servant, but a
(full-grown) son"
trated for us in the epistles of (Gal. 4:6,7).
Paul. In Gal. 4:1-5 the apostle
This is the position of every
alludes to the fact that in the life believer in Christ. He
may, like
of every Hebrew boy there came the Corinthians,
still be a babe
a time, appointed by the father, in his spiritual
experience (I Cor.
when the lad was formally de- 3:1), but in Christ he
occupies
clared to be a full-grown son, with the position of a full-grown
son,
all the rights and privileges of and to grow spiritually
it will do
sonship.
him no good to go back under the
It was now assumed that the law: he must rather
recognize his
young man would no longer need , standing before God in
grace. This
overseers to keep him in check. is why the apostle says in
Rom.
There would be natural under- 8:15:
standing and co-operation be"Ye have not received the spirit
tween father and son. And so the of bondage again to fear;
but ye
"adoption" (Gr. son -placing) pro- have received the spirit
of sonceedings took place, indicating ship, whereby we
cry, Abba,
that the child, now a full-grown !Father."
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One-Room School Fast Becoming A Memory, Slate Educator Says
By Wendell P. Butler
Superintendent of Public Instruction
The one or two-room school
in becoming rapidly only a memory in Kentucky — a fragment
of the past.
This is the only course open
to this situation. For too long,
the one-room school has served
institution standing as an example of Kentucky's impoverished
schools. Now, thanks to recent
years which have found the Minimum Foundation Program 'n effect, the numller of one and tworoom schools has dropped from
7,448 in 1914 to 197 in operation

presently.
Now, in place of this domination of incompleteness, Kentucky's school system is experiencing complete growth with
consolidation serving as an answer to the abolishment of oneroom schools.

In preparing for the future, a
recent study was made of one and
:wo-roorn school situations of the

past — a study which we in the
Department hope will guide us In
meeting tomerrow's school
needs.
We feel that we can learn best
from m'stakes and experiences
from the past. Therefore, a study
of the history of the "little red
school house" — the romantic
term for one-room school —
should benefit all of us.
"Little red school houses"
were located wherever a few
students whose parents could or
would pay pedagogues for teaching services could be found.
The frame structures were almost always poorly planned and
were usually constructed on an
unprofitable piece of land located
in the center of the area they
served.

Understandably, the patrons
of a rural community considered the one-room school as a cen-

Department of Education 191011, wrote in that year's biennium
report:
“There is a mlnimum below
which there cannot be an efficient school. This minimum is
probably a school of two teachers
and forty students. The
schools of the state should be
reorganized as rapidly as possible and consolidation should
be employed when practicable .."
But, people and some officials
at that time were opposed
to
change — the "little red school
house" being too much a source

ter of community pride as well as
a conventionalized institution,
never giving much thought to the
quality of teaching the little
school housed.
Yet, education officials realized, almost im_nediately, that
an ideal school picture could not
be had as long as one-room
schools over-shadowed
the
picture.
James H. Fuqua, Superintendent of Public Instruction from
1903 to 1907 wrote the following opinion in offering suggestions for the improvement
of
Kentucky education:
"One of the worst features
of our present school system is
the large number of small
schools tat exist under it."
T. J. Coates, supervisor,State

of community pride. Consolidation, therefore, was opposed.
For those citizens who wanted
the best for tomorrow's students,
the dream of a revamped, up-todate school system !or Kentucky
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didn't die
And, gradually, the
dream became a reality being
aided primarily by three factors
1. The advent of transporta-

tion.
2. Population growth.
3. Emphasis on accreditation
and evaluation.
While these factors have aided in the rapid decline of a school
system which was unproductive,
they should also continue to keep
us alert in guarding against future
unproductivity.
No longer can we be 50 years
behind, as in the pest. Rather
Kentucky's schools must offer,
from henceforth, the best trained
teachers, great variety of curricula and extra-curricular activities, better adaptation

Fulton County News, Thursday, June 19, 1969

Deaths
Almons Williams

Clem Afwill

Funeral services for Claud
Almous Williams were held in
the Oak Grove Church of Christ
Monday, June 16, with Brother
Lonzo Williams and
Brother

Funeral services for Clem Atwill were held yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon in Hornbeak
Funeral Home chapel, with Rev.
Luther Clark and Rev. Robert
Crump officiating. Burial was in

Coleman Crocker officiating.
Burial, with arrangements in
charge of Hornbeak Funeral
Home, were in the church cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 90, died in Parkway Manor Nursing Home last
Saturday, June 14.
He was the son of the late
Will Jordan and Rosanna Roberts Williams. His wife, Mrs.
Mandy May Williams, preceded
him in death in 1958. Mr. Williams was a
member of the
Oak Grove Church of Christ.
Surviving are three sons, Alvie
Williams of Wingo, Buel Williams
of Lake Orion, Mich., and Claud
Louis Williams of Miami; two
daughters, Mrs. Lorraine Catlett
of San Bernardino, Calif., and
Mrs. Mozelle Ledbetter of Madison Heights, Mich.; one brother,
Walter Williams of Dukedom;one
sister, Mrs. Minnie Croft of Wingo, Route 2; eight grandchildren
and seesart4 gileet grandchildren,.

Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Atwil1,69, died suddenly
at his home, Route I, Crutchfield, about 7:30 a. m. Monday,
June 16.
He was born in Fulton County,
the son of the late Joe Louis
and Belle Weaver Atwill. He was
a member of the Hickman Masonic Lodge.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Virginia Davis Atwill; four
daughters, Mrs. Jane Jones of
Cayce, Mrs. Betty Brasfield of
Manchester, Term., Mrs. Sara
Ann Counts of Wingo; three sons,
Robert Clem Atwill of Fulton,
Billy Atwill and Harvey Atwill
of Cayce; one brother, Lee Atwill of Chicago; two sisters, Mrs.

Orange, N. Y.

Miss Artie Robey

Mrs. Grace Griffin died Thursday
morning, June 12, in the Fulton
Hospital, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held Saturday afternoon, June 14, in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. Glenn Kesterson officiating.
Burial was in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Griffin was the widow of
George Griffin and had been a resident of Fulton for many years
Surviving are one daughter. Mrs.
Glenn Walker; two grandchildren,
Steve and Anna Walker, and a
number of nieces and nephews.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - -Your Insurance Needs

RICE Ari1211CY
Fulton 472-1341

The members of the Cayce United
Methodist Church wish to express
our appreciation to the people, and
especially to the political candidates, who helped maim our recent
Bar-B-Que supper such a success.
A special thanks to Colonial
Bread Company, Ken-Lake Meat
Packing Company and A&P Super
Market for their donations of food.
We also wish to thank various
individuals and firms for contributions to our building fund.

— In Operation 60 Years—

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

W. D. Powers

Pullen
Phone 472-1853

S. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

And the gap gets wider every year.
So if you're disabled (or concerned about someone who is),
help us do something about it. And
help us do it soon.
You've got nothing to
lose but your disability.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

Kentucky's Lieutenant Governor
Wendell H. Ford will keynote a
series of activities June 20-22 cornmemorzting the one hundredth anniversary of the opening of Spring
Meadows, Baptist child care institution located in Middletown,
Kentucky.
Spring Meadows claims to be the
oldest Southern Baptist child care
agency, having had a continuous
operation since June 21, 1869.
Reverend J. D. Herndon is in his
tenth year as superintendent, and
is only the seventh person to hold
this office since the home was established.
The lieutenant governor, who is
also an active Baptist layman, will
speak at a dinner on the evening
of June 20 at the Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center, Homecoming Day will be observed at Spring
Meadows on June 21. The program
includes a historical pageant to be
presented in the afternoon by the
staff and children of the home. Dr.
Wayne Dehoney, pastor of the Walnut Street Baptist Church, Louisville, will conclude the three-day
celebration with a memorial service in his church on June 22.
Trustees, staff, and children of
Spring Meadows will be honored
guests. It was Walnut Street Church
which gave birth to the children's
home in 1869

•

There's just one catch.
Before we can help the disabled, we have to find them. Last
year we managed to find and rehabilitate 200,000 people. Fine.
But while we were doing that,
300,000 more became disabled.

Write: Help,Box 1200,Washington, D.C.20013

Lt.-Gov. Ford
Is Keynoter
For Centennial

Greenfield Monument Works
*

It doesn't have to be that way.
Physical and mental disabilities can
be overcome. Today you can get
medical aid. You can learn to take
care of yourself. You can be taught
to do d job you like. A job that
gives you a feeling of belonging.

CARD OF THANKS

'Miss Artie Robey died Thursday
morning, June 12, in Carter's Rest
Home on College Street in Fulton,
following a long illness.
Funeral services were held Saturday morning, June 14, in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. W. W. Kitterman, pastor of
Ctuniberland
t Is e
Presbyterian
Church, of which she was a member, officiating. Burial was in
Wesley Cemetery.
Miss Robey, 79, was the daughter
of the late John T. and Nannie
Hardin Robey. She -was a retired
registered nurse, having been associated .with Western Baptist Hospital Riverside Hospital, Illinois
Central Hospital in Paducah and
also with the Fulton Hospital.
SuOviving are three sisters, Mrs.
Frank Brady of Fukon, Mrs.
Rhuey Cooley of Water Valley and
Mrs. Rebecca Murphy of Detroit,
and Several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Grace Griffin

This man has a disability
and haliving it the best years
of his life.

Anna Arrington of Hickman and
Mrs. Fannie MacFaquhar of West

1

Greenfield
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CHESTNUT GLADE

— PIERCE STATION

By Mrs. Hervey Vaughan
The very fine rains during the
week-end were appreciated, as
most all vegetation was needing
moisture, especially the gardens
and all transplants. However, a
smaller amount in this immediate
area would have been acceptable,
as more than four inches was recorded to have fallen here during
the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brundige
from Nashville and granddaughters, Donna and Netra, and Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Brundige enjoyed
a family dinner with Mr. and
Mrs. Buren Smith and family
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wright
served a family dinner to their
family last Friday evening.Those
enjoying this occasion were: Mr.
and Mrs.N.B. Wright, Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Wright,Mr. and Mrs.
Clem Wright and three sons, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Shelly, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Wright, Jeff and
Susie, Dessell Wright, Tony Harrison and Mike Wright, who will
return to California on Tuesday
for three weeks training before
going to Vietnam.
Mrs. Fred Vaughan spent several days last week with Mrs.
Daisy Twigg in Dresden.
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. Laverne
Owensby and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan attended the Home Demonstration Club meeting in Dresden Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Howard and
family are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Frields, and
other relatives in the county.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Richards
and children from Oaklahoma,
are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Dean Terrell, and his
parents , Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Richards of Fulton. Mr.and Mrs.
Terrell had been visiting them
•Oaklahoma for the past several days and returned home with
them, after a very pleasant visit.
Mrs. D. J. Jones is improving
after being shut-in for the past
several days.
Mrs. Georgia Lee Ebersole,
from Oalclahoma is spending several days with her sister, Mrs.
J. B. Nazmey. Mrs. Nanney is reported to be making satisfactory
progress to recovery from the
broken hip she suffered several
weeks ago.
Mrs. Virginia Whitver and
Debbie spent a few days last week
with her mother, Mrs. Eula Rogers and Darrell. They were in
Jackson on Friday for an appointment with a doctor for Mrs.
Rogers.
Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mrs.
Jim Burke, Mrs. Johnny Hazelwood and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
attended the Home Demonstration Club Seminar in Milan last
week. There were twenty-one
counties represented at this program.

Humphrey Speaks
Hubert H. Humphrey, former
Vice President, addressing seniors in Tarrytown, N. J.:
"I have the right to stand up
here and condemn my government, religion or this school
but I do not have the right to burn
the place down or hit someone
else, because then I am destroying government by law."
-ftimm•ENY

Paris Fer All Electric
Shavers AI:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

CAYCE NEWS

By Mrs. Charles Low*

By Miss Cleric* liondurant

Mrs. Amy Lowe, the Pierce
correspondent, who has been in
the Fulton Hospital since breaking her hip some time ago, was
taken to Campbell's Clinic at
Memphis in a Hornbealc
lance Monday. She says"thanks"
to all her friends for the lovely
flowers, visits and cards and to
her friends from far and near
who have written, saying they
miss her Pierce column.
Ernest Lowe, who has been a
patient in the Baptist Hospital at
Memphis, has returned home and
is slowly improving.
David Long, a student at U. T.,
Knoxville, is home for a two
weeks visit with his family. He
will return to U. T. for the summer term.
Mr. and Mrs. William Greer
and Dennis are attending the
graduation exercises at U. T.,
Knoxville.
Their son-in-law,
Charles Colley, will receive his
degree this week.
Paula Long and Donna Maynard honored Mrs. Ricky Sharpe
with a shower last Tuesday night.
There were fifteen guests present.
Mrs. Virginia Hay, Miss Roberta DeMyer, Jack
Mathews
and Mrs. Bob DeMyer visited
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Patterson
one day last week.
Paula Long left this week for
Jackson, Tenn., where she has
enrolled as a freshman at Lambuth College.

DUKEDOM NEWS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Good gPrings revival will be
held July 27 to August I, with
Rev. J. D. Phelps of Humboldt
the evangelist. The church feels
the need of renewal and is already at work in the preparation
for this series of services. Prerevival cottage prayer meetings
will be held each Wednesday at
7:30 p. m., this week at Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Watkins.
0. M. Bethel is critically ill
In the hospital at Hopkinsville.
His son, Nicklon Bethel, and
family, from Akron, arrived last
week-end to be at his bedside.
James McClure, who is a patient in Hillview Hospital, came
home Sunday to spend Father's
Day with the family, but returned
Sunday night for further treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams,
of Detroit, are vacationing with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Williams. Mr. Walter continues
to improve. We do express our
sympathy to him in the passing
of his brother Almus. He died
in Parkview Manor at Fulton
last Saturday. Funeral and burial
were at Oak Grove on Monday.
Mrs. Mitchell Powell entered
Fulton Hospital for treatment
last Thursday and is still not
making mich improvement.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Blaylock
and Mrs. Jessie McClure attended the funeral of their grandmother, Mrs. Asie Taylor, at
Paris last Monday. She had made
her home with her children in
Memphis in recent years and died
in a hospital there. Burial was
near Como.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Owens,
of Paris, visited with her mother,
Mrs. Lewis Cole, and family,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Carlton, of
Tarpon Springs, Fla., are visiting with their daughter, Mrs.
Terry Bethel, and family. They
all attended a Carlton reunion
at Trenton Sunday.
Word received from Katherine
Sherron is that she likes her new
home in Lockport, Ill., and is
planning to sell her home here.
She is with her son Russell and
family.

Mrs. J B. Inman, Mrs. Den..
ver Bradshaw and Debbie visited
Clarice Bondurant Tuesday.
Miss Eva Johnson is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Luten.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Asche,
of Memphis, spent their vacation
last week with her mother, Mrs.
Sam A. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce, of
Milan, Tenn., were guests of Mrs.
Mary Cruce and Mrs. Ella Freeze
Wednesday afternoon.
We are glad Joe Linker is home
for the Baptist Hospital at Memphis. We wish him a speedy
recovery.
The W. S. C. S. of the Cayce
Methodist Church met on Wednesday night in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Vick
spent last week in St. Louis,
visiting their children.
Mesdames Della Crime, Lurline Cruce and James McMurry and Miss Clarice Bondurant
attended the Rush Creek Homemakers Club Wednesday in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Workman.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Sloan were Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. A. Sloan and Vickie of
Monroe, La., Mr. and Mrs. William Sloan of Fulton, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Stubblefield and son
Mac of Union City, and Mr.and
Mrs. Raymond Sloan of Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pruitt, of
St. Louis, spent the week-end wit
his aunt, Mrs. J. C. Menees, and
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Menees
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Scearce
and family of Fulton, were Saturday night guests of
Mrs.
Mayme Scearce.
Mr. and Mrs. Artie Goodman
and family of Fulton, were Saturday night guests of Mrs. Mayme
Scearce.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
June 18:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Rufus Waters, Mrs. Herman
Parks, Mrs. Calvin Thomas,
Mrs. Imogene Brown, Mrs.
Blanche Calliham, Mrs. Charlie
Bynum, Fulton; Doris Algee,
Mrs. Williss Bivens, South Fulton, Mrs. Charles L. Harrison
and
baby, Hickman; Carolyn
Green, Mrs. Aubrey Coplen,
Mayfield; Ricky Glisson, J H.
Bennett, Water Valley; Mrs.Forrest Gilbert, Lynnville; Mrst
.
Herman Vaughan, Wingo; Eugene
Armbruster., Mrs. Michael
Farmer and baby,Clinton;James
McClure, Dukedom; Cathy Hendon, Crutchfield; Mrs. James
Maynard, Route 3, Martin.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Presley Campbell, Mrs. Ola
Kimbell, Miss Attie Murchison,
M. E. Ellgood, Mrs. Mainie Cox,
Ralph Lamb, Mrs. Patsy Jetton,
Mrs. Inez Pharis, Henry Grisson, Miss Helen King, E. Norman Houston, Grady Varden, Fulton, Mrs. Brenda Boyd and baby,
Eugene Pruitt, Mrs. Russell
Ross, Garland Ashley, Miss
Charlene Pulley, Mrs. Louise
Carter, Mrs. Elizabeth Reams,
South Fulton, Mrs. Henry Ring,
Mrs. Burline McCord, Union
City; Mrs. Doris Smith, Mrs.
Lucille Jones, Mrs. Julia Mae
Jones, James Owens, Hickman,
Mrs. Reba Coltharp, Mrs. David
Carter and baby, Robert Wilson,
Mrs. Mary J. Kimbell, Wingo,
Mrs. Cora Bell Carter, Mrs.
Opal Jones,Carl Robey, Mrs. Kay
Brown, Water Valley. Mrs.
Mitchell Powell, Dukedom; Bob
Claude, Mrs. Radle B. Carter,
Clinton; George Elliott, Mrs.
Daphne Mathis, Martin.
Our present joys are sweeter
for past pain.
— George Granville

TakeTen
and enjoy a true
bourbon of
Hiram Walker
quality.

Ten High
Your best bourbon buy

$up 4/5 Gt.
Full Quart $5.00

$2.50 Pt.

(Tax included)
•
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Thanks Bobbye! If only more people would
express their utter contempt for gossip, (and
many
people do abhor it,) pretty soon the culprits
would
be shamed out of existence.
The letter received above is in rather sharp
contrast to one received last week-end wherein a
reader politely castigated this newspaper for certain information reported in connection with a
court hearing concerning the late Mrs. Ina Foy
Pittman.
My only comment to the voluminous correspondence is that this publication does not MAKE
the news we only PRINT it.
For the record, I have no intention of either
correcting any statements we made, Or retracting
them, as was suggested, for to do so would involve
us in a gigantic debate of semantics, which would
result in no more clarification of the facts than was
reported in our news account of the hearing.
I never cease to be amazed at the erroneous
impression some readers conjure up about the motives of editors in reporting factual news, especially
when there is some controversy involved in a particular story.
I get the impression that some readers think
newspaper editors are propagandists, single-minded
individuals, who gather the facts in a story, weed
them out, size 'em up, and then print the news to
suit friends, advertisers and the aims of the reporter involved.
Well, it just doesn't happen that way in this
newspaper.
We may be guilty of putting friction in the diction or stammer in the grammar sometimes, but we
try ever so hard to "tell it like it is."
And we try harder, not because we're second.
but because we want to stay first in reporting all
the news that's fit to print.

Send in this
for our
pamphlet of free
recipes on cooking with bear.
Coupon
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS

— ROUTE THREE

By Mrs. Carey Fri*Ids
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled his
appointment at New Salem Baptist Church this past Sunday at
11-00 a. m. Sunday School is
held at 10. The B. T. U. is held
prior to the evening worship
hour. It has been announced that
the second Sunday night singing
has been changed to the first
Sunday afternoon, so note the
change and be there where all
singers take part.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Warren,
who bought and reside at the
late Earl McClain farm, near
here, have recently remodeled
and redecorated their farm with
all
modern conveniences and
wall-to-wall carpeting. Mr. Warren and his son have grown
crops on each acre and 'Hs the
best looking residence in this
section.
There isn't much improvemcat
in the condition of Charlie Vincent, who has been hospitalized
for several weeks in Mayfield
hospital. We hope to have a
much better report real soon.
Miss Maude Sisson returned
home from Fulton Hospital the
past week, after several days
treatment. She is improved, and
her many friends are glad to hear
this.
Mrs. Lottie Gantrell was in
Memphis the past Thursday for
her check-up. She suffered
broken limb in the winter.
She has gotten able to walk with
the aid of a walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter and sons Mark, Stevie, and
Barry Keith, of Martin, were Sunday guests of parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Buton Lassiter, near here.
Bro. Dennie Crutchfield filled
his appointment at Knob Creek
Church of Christ the past Sunday, meeting his congregation
on time.
Mrs. Elva Rhodes remains about the same at her home near
here. She has been in declining
health for several months and
we hope she will improve shortly.

Mrs. Aline Williams
Hope everyone has enjoyed the
good rains we had the past few
days. Sure did make the gardens
look good.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Williams
and son of Paducah visited Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Givens and Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Williams Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody
had all their children and families home with them for Father's
Day and Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead's children and families
were all home for Father's Da'.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins
and Ricky Hopkins have returned
home after a short vacation of
interesting spots In the South.
Mrs. Kara Lewis is visiting
with her husband, Cpl. Carl Lewis
in Hawaii this week.
Mrs. Sonny Dalton and family
visited Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Dalton over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis and
M. and Mrs. Everett Williams
were in Memphis Friday seeing
Mrs. Kara Lewis leave for
Hawaii.
Mr. and Mrs.John Colley spent
last weekend in Knoxville visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Colley.
Almos Williams, age 90, a
well-known citizen in this part of
the country, passed away Saturday afternoon. Funeral services
were Monday afternoon at Oak
Grove with Bro. Williams officiating. His body was laid to
rest in the cemetery there with
Hornbeak Funeral Home
in
charge. Our heartfelt sympathy
goes to our long-time well-loved
friends, Laurine, Mozelle, Alvie,
Buel and Louis.
Miss Cynthia Gavrock of Memphis Is spending a few days with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Cannon.
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Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Croft visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams
a while Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. David Brawl visited Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Bram
Sunday.

And that's that!
LATHAM
by Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Butch Strickland returned from

a Jackson Hospital last Thursday,
where he had been for a week,
after sustaining a broken leg in
a motorcycle accident in Latham.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings
and Sabrina, of Lexington, Ky.,
spent last week-end with homefolks.
A nice household shower was
given at Bible Union Center last
Sunday afternoon for Ronnie Griffin and his fiancee from Jackson,
Tens., who will be married in
Jackson on June 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Bunten,
of Hot Springs, Ark., visited her
uncle, Chess
Morrison, last
Thursday.
Mrs. Cappie Bowlin and Mrs.
Severa Mansfield
spent last
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. A.
W. Simpson.
Billy Rea made a trip to Detroit last week to bring his wife
and son to Latham to make their
home.
Mrs. Z C. Wheeler remains
a patient in the Baptist Hospital
at Memphis, but is showing some
improvement.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Legins and
daughter, of Georgia, have been
vacationing with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Auzie Legins, in Latham.
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Hazlewood
and son of Gadsden, Tenn., spent
last week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Treat Doughty.
Mrs. Jewell Griffin, of Chicago, is vacationing with her father, Ben Jenkins, and Mr.and Mrs.
Cecil Barber and other relatives
in this community.
Lane Blacicnel did guard duty

Learn the
secrets of
beer cookery

Relax. Spend ten minutes with
Ten High. Sip it slow and easy.
Discover 86 proof straight Bourbon
whiskey all over again. Hiram
Walker style. At a welcome price!

HirarnWilll(er§

NOTEBOOK-(continued from page 1)

Find out how to make
delicious everyday dishes
with beer—such as beer
meat loaf, beer chicken,
beer sausages and beer
cake. And then there are
such gourmet treats as
rarebits and Carbonnades
Flamandes.
Beer cookery is as
traditional as yesterday...
as modern as tomorrow.

in Mississippi over the week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam Harrison
and Ricky have been vacationing
in Florida recently.,
Mrs. Ola Holt underwent surgery in a Murray hospital recently and is recuperating nicely
at her home in Latham.
Glenda Doughty visited in
Gadsden, Tenn., recently. She
was the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Brenda Hazelwood and family.
Visitors of Mr. and
Mrs.
Treal Doughty,
Glenda
and
Teresa last week were. Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Minich and Jerry
from Marceline, Mo.; Mrs.Susan
Scott and Richard Stephenson
from Clinton. and Mr. and Mrs.
Be'amino, Sacramento,
Tony
Calif.

County, City-continued from page 1
Grayson, Green, Hart, Jackson,
Johnson, Knox, Laurel, Lawrence, Letcher, Madison, Magoffin, Marshall, Menifee, Mercer,
Metcalve, Morgan, Nicholas,
Owsley, Pulaski, Robertson,
Rockcastle, Rowan,
Russell,
Todd, Trigg, Washington, Whitley, and Wolfe and the independent systems of Benton, Berea,
Corbin, Dawson Springs, East
Bernstadt, Fulton, Jackson, Monticello,
Pineville, Richmond,
Science Hill, and Williamsburg
Independent
In the Fulton
school system the highest(maximum) salary scheduled was $6,900 for Rank I teachers, $6500
for Rank II teachers, and $6100
for Rank III teachers. The lowest (minimum) salary scheduled
was $5900 for Rank I teachers,
$5500 for Rank II teachers, and
$5100 for Rank III teachers.

-AL-

Residential
and Commercial
Interior Designing
For distinctive color, design and fine furnishings to
best reflect "you", you are
invited to visit our shop.
Write or phone collect for
an appointment with one of
our designers to discuss
your space planning,
interior design, and
special furnishing
problems.

interior design staff:
katfirvn vaue,in, nsid
donna ha rlow
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Applications are now being accepted
for

Highlands Court Apartments
An all-new, modern brick duplex court located on
Fifth Street just off West Parkway, Highlands

Beer edde a real flavor treat.

Shown by appointment; telephone 472-2562
I'm interested k, recipe: for cooking with
boor. Send ms•
fres pamphlet.
Name
Street

Two-bedrooms, wall to wall carpeting, central heating
and
air conditioning, garbage disposall; available with or
without allelectric kitchens. Lawn maintenance furnished.

City
SW*
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222

TOMMY SCEANCE and JOHNNY JONES, Owners

j
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Burglus Steal
Antique Suite
From Old Home
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As antique bedroom suite, believed to be well over 100 years
did, has been stolen from the
borne of Bert C. Moss of the Polk
community, a relative of the
family
The theft has been reported
to county authorities who are
inveidlgating.
Relative. said Mr. Moss, who
Is W and blind, is presently a
patient in the obicaCountyNursing Home.
A door lock wan broken for
• burglars to enter the old
Melee. the relative said, and a
black cherry bedstead and chest
W drawers was taken from an
leglielrs bedroom, along with an
SW/Imo dresser.
"'The furniture has been in the
family so very long," the relative told The Messenger today,
"We hope whoever took it will
reconsider and see that it is returned."
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Edward M. Kennedy, Senator
(D-Mass.), speaking at University of Mass.:
"If we who have given so much
and suffered so greatly must
peace,
make concessions for
President Thieu must do the
same — or elect to face his future
alone."

Home Grown

TOMATOES

Country Music
Pair Face
Marijuana Charge

June is
Dairy Month

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
— Two members of the Wayion
Jennings country music group
group face preliminary ,hearing
here July ll on charges of illegally possessing marijuana.
James S. Gray, 32, of Elrino,
Okla., and Richert Albright, 30,
of Phoenix, Ariz., were arrested
by city police here Monday night
after U.S. Customs agents said
they found eight ounces of marijuana in the motor vehicle in
which the pair was riding.
Three other members of the
group, riding in separate cars,
were released after being questioned by police.
Gray and Albright pleaded in.
nocent at arraignment in city
court. They later were released
from the Niagara County jail in
Lockport after a lawyer posted
$500 ball for each.
Deputy Police Chief Albert J.
Lynch said the group was picked
up at the Rainbow Bridge, connecting this city with Niagara
Falls, Ont.
The group was headed to
Nashville,Tenn., for a recording
session after finishing a personal
appearance engagement in Toronto, Ord.

FULTON. KENTUCKY

WATERMELONS
CANTELOPES

roft visitWilliams
•

ALLEN'S
FRUIT STAND

:rann visJ. Brann

Jtmciion Ky. Ave & Bypass

Of interest to Homemakers

Lawyers Elect
U. C. Attorney

James Supermarket
Safe Is Strongarmed
Burglars struck at one of Union City's largest retail establishments Thursday night or early I rida}, strongarmed a safe
and made off with both money and merchandise.
The target of the thieves was the E. W. James and son Supermarket on East Main Street.
Billy Joe James, general manager of the firm which operates
three stores in Obion and Fulton counties, said the intruders
made off with an estimated $2,500
to 63,000 in coins and currency,
an estimated 50 carton of cigarettes, some $1,600 worth of
trading stampeand possibly other
merchandise.
"Right now, It's difficult to
tell If anything else was taken,"
Mr. James said.
Union
City police officers,
however, reported later today
they found a quantity of Quality
Stamps scattered along the Union
City- Fulton highway.
The stamps were scattered
like confessti along the highway
and
investigators believe the
thieves may have cross into Kentucky after the burglary.
South Fulton, Fulton and other
Kentucky authorities have been
alerted, officers said.
Union City police said the break
is believed to have occurred
sometime after rain began falling
before midnight Thursday. 'Me
burglary was discovered shortly
after 6 a.m, today by Dennis
Dangling of Charlotte, N. C., apd
Mrs. Martha McBride, a store
employee. Mr. Lanning is an
instructor in the store's recently-opened bakery department.
Union City police were called
to the scene Immediately and,led
by Police Chief Willis Reese and
Assistant Chief Cleatis Haley,
began their investigation. Other
officers at the scene included
Sgt. Charles Pendergrass and
Patrolmen Dale Cosby and Henry
Moses.

Summer Festiva
Photo Contest
Deadline Is Set
The deadline for entries in the
1969 Paducah Summer Festival
Photo Contest has been set for
July 1, according to the festival

k of Mem days with
. and Mrs.
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committee.

lb. 25c
Jud Arrived—

THE NEWS

Entries may be turned in to
the Paducah Art Guild, Market
House Museum, 2nd and Broadway, from noon through 4 p.m.
Monday through Saturday and
from 1 p.m. through 4 p.m. on
Sunday.
First, second and third place
ribbons will be awarded in each
of four categories — people,
places, recreation and creative.
A trophy will be awarded for
the print judged best of the
show.

Ancil McDuffee of Paris, an
agent of the Tennessee Bureau

Professional photographers, or
anyone who derives more than
half of his income from photography, are excluded from
entry in the show.

of Criminal Identification, was
called for assistance and arrived
in the city about 10:30 a,m
Footprints in the area indicated
that three persons nay have been
involved. Plaster casts of the
footprints and of tire tracks of a
vehicle which may ha ve been used
in the burglary were made by
officers.
The intruders cut a steel cap
loose from an air-conditioning
vent on the north side of the
roof.
After gaining entrance,
they entered a lounge where they
could not be seen from the front
of the store and cut through the
wall of the lounge against which
the safe was situated. A tool
similar to a star drill or perhaps
an air chisel is believed to have
been used to break through the
side of the safe.
The thieves twisted an inside
padlock off a rear door in making
escape and
their
apparently
crossed a field east of the store.
Officers also found evidence they
may have hidden for a time near
the Fulton highway, between the
supermarket and Tiny's DriveIn.
Evidence at the scene led officers to believe that at least
one of those responsible was a
professional.

Randall P. Burnham, pron3inent Union City attorney, was
elected to the board of governors at Friday's closing session of the Tennessee Bar Association meeting in Gatlinburg.
The board of governors helps
make policies of the bar association, along with the officers. Mr.
Burcham is a past president of
the Obton County Bar Association.
Elected to serve with Mr. Burnham were F. Graham Bartlett
of Knoxville and J. G. Lackey of
Nashville.
Former state adjutant general
Brig. Gen. Joe W. Henry was
named
president-elect of the
group. He will take office at the
convention next June. James D.
Senter Jr. of Humboldt was installed as president.
Other officers elected were
Frank Bratton of Athens, vicepresident for East Tennessee;
John W, Nolan III of Nashville,
vice-president for Middle Tennessee, and John G. Owens of
Memphis,
vice-president foi
West Tennessee.
Air Force Gen. Bruce Holloway', a Knoxville native and
commander of the Strategic Air
Command, discussed the cowtry's military strength at Friday's session and said the nation's military forces are effecfive but must be strengthened.
"We must extend OUP technical superiority," Holloway declared. "The manned .bomber
fleet will be modernized and we
are modernizing the Minuteman

cteovs
polo
(
$1.75

BEAT THE HEAT
7 With An
ICE-COLD

ROOT BEER
AT

require
the delicate
care of our

DO#TsaY 711'WYESEM 00k 0479

0L'ICLEANNC:
experts

$2.99

Care

Winter

DISTANCE VS DIRECTION
The distance a man goes is
not important—it is the direction
in which he is moving that counts.
— Grit

GARBAGE CAN

Let Mr. Box Storage
Take

IN THE HOLE!
Taxes are Just like golf—you
drive your heart out for the green,
and then end up in the hole.

20 Gal. Galvanized

Contest rules are available at
the following stores: Albrittons
Drug, Joe Hugg Drug, Cardinal
Drug, Dunn Drug, Coleman
Drug, Cut Rate Drug, Uncle
Lee's, The Camera Shop and
Central Photo.

RAY
'
S SANDWICH SHOP
**************•••••••

Sun

PI.AY GOLF!
St. Peter and St. Thomas wore
playing golf one heavenly afternoon, and St. Peter's first drive
was a hole-in-one. St. Thomas
stepped to the tee and also scored
a hole-in-one. "All right, now,"
said St. Peter, "let's cut out the
miracles and play golf."

AVID07

1968 FORD Mustang 2-dcor hardtop,8,lime gold,
black vinyl roof, local car, extra clean.
1967 FORD 4-door sedan, power and air, white
with red vinyl interior, local, one owner.
1967 FAIRLANE 500 4-door sedan, 8-cyl.,
straight shift.
4: PM. TILL CLOSING
1966 BUICK Wildcat 2-door hardtop, local car,
power and air, bucket seats.
12 FT. FISHING
GRACEFULLY
reoireif
cir
Thursday CZ
Honor graduate of the waiters'
1966
MUSTANG 2-door hardtop, 6-cyl., straight
POLE
79c
course in courtesy will be the
(Irhm_. 400
shift, sky blue, bucket seats.
one who learns how to pick up a
aihoraci
&icicle
ea
Meal
1966 FAIRLANE 500 2-door hardtop, 8, autonickel tip gracefully.
Prie'dcheiir
-10c
Lake sr - Fulton K
— Globe, Boston
Pieces
matic, blue, blue vinyl interior.
Wes,
en ,
1965
PLYMOUTH
Fury III sedan, local, full pow'
3411d,
7bsse,4
Potato ebnio
er and air.
itad e Of
green
1965 MERCURY Monterey sedan, full power.
1964 MERCURY Comet wagon, 8, straight shift,
Friday
CHICKEN
;
BROASTED
1" C1131°
G00
clean local car.
• PLATE or ANY NUMBER of PIECES — •
1965 CHEVROLET Corvair coupe, automatic.
CUSTOM MADE
t 1966 FORD Galaxie hardtop full power and air,
•PIT BAR-B-0
Vi.:*
.vosge44
•
extra clean, local, one owner.
•
BIG
HAMBURGERS
PIZZA
wege6•.0ce
Sec
1967 FORD pickup F-100, 6cyl., automatic.
c
c°t
FISH SANDWICH
14-04. SOFT DRINKS•
f's ate, tvw
'
A Phone Call will have your order ready-479-9082•
urday•

Daily Specials!

SECOND
SECTION

Of Your

Woolens!

Varden Ford Sales

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON

472-1621

West State Line, Fulton

479-2525

— DRIVE-IN WINDOW —
DAY SHIRT SERVICE

— 1 - HOUR DRY CLEANING

NOW OPEN-7 DAYS A WEEK]
7: AM -- 11:PM for your Shopping Convenience
Pepsi Snoballs
Drugs
Stewart's Sandwiches Housewares
Magazines, Books
Ice
Picnic Supplies

Monde

Complete Line of —
Groceries, Dairy and
Frozen Food.
'Tulton's only convenience Store with Red Carpet Service-

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
sistrAmuun.
21 se. Pwiten Twin.

218 E.State Line

Pho.472-1700

Harvey and Mary Jeffrey
505 W. Highlands (at the former bus station)

472-1821

wamagnowssagasagesewessmamessweingesWilia

TAD19flifl
Fulton, Ky.

Seventy-Eight Percent of Shoppers
In Supermarkets Choose Dairy Foods
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Views and Review
•
Richard M. Nisi" Preeldent,
on foreign aid'
"U. S. assistance is essential
to express and achieve our national goals in the international
corn -nunity - a world order of
peace and Justice."
James M. Roche, chairman of
General Motors Corporation:
"The size of General Motors
is not the cause of its success,
but the consequence of success."

Fisher Named
By Educators
Roger Fisher, assistant principal of °Won County Central
High School, has been elected
new president of the °Won County Educatioo Association and will
serve during the 1969-70 school
year.
Other new officers include:
vice president, Joe Mac Warren,
ational agriculture teacher at
ton; secretary, Arline Robteacher at Troy Elementary
"hoot; and treasurer, Lafayne
Reed, secretary to County School
Superintendent George BlakeMOM
Committee chairmen named
Include;
K. M. Winston, principal of
South Fulton Elementary School,
chairman of the Legislative Committee.
Tom
Butler, inafructor at
°Mon County Central, chairman
of the Public Relations Committee.
Leburn Kirk, principal of Wine
Elementary School, chairman of
the Professional Rights and Responsibilities Committee.
Monya Sanders, Obion County
supervisor of education, chairman of the Research Committee.
Carolyn Covington, Home Economics teacher at Kenton,chairman of the social Committee.
Joe Mac Warren of Kenton,
chairman of the Nominating Cornmittee.

More than half are between
30 and 49 years old, shop for
three people or less, and have
yearly incomes of more than
$5,000. They're typical members of a group almost everyone fits into — food shoppers.
The average shopper spends
28.1 minutes in a supermarket
with 6,500 items on display.
Most (62.6'/)don't carry shopping lists, but make 88.9% of
their buying decisions in the
store, They average two-three
supermarket visits weekly,
spending an average $8.21 per
trip for about 13 items.
About three in ten female
family shoppers are employed,
making ease of shopping, time
and convenience important to
them. Today's shoppers spread
their business around — 81%
normally buy at least one

E

LIT

k

COIN ,
Burt Reynolds
Clint Wsiker
Voted Artists
A-N -D

HARD TO FIGURE
It's hard to figure out why a
girl thinks a rrrin is rude and
vulgar when he stares at what
she's trying so hard to display.

Do you have

disputes in World War II, to battle
with President Harry S. Truman in
two coal strikes in which he was
twice held in contempt of federal
court and fined, to ease the way
for mechanization of bituminous
coal mining and to pioneer in the
establishment of a pension and
It was Lewis in the 1930's who welfare fund for his miners.
almost singlehandedly gave the
coal niiner his place in the sun by
Never at a loss for words and a
taking on and defeating the giant-master of
the English language,
coal companies.
Lewis was noted for his stinging
tongue
as
is shown in a quote charIn 1935, Lewis shattered the
complacent craft-union American acterizing Walter Reuther, President
of
the
United Automobile ,
'Federation of Labor by setting up
the Committee for industrial Or. Workers, as "an earnest Marxist
ganizdtion to organize workers into chronically inebriated, I think, by
single unions for each big industry. the exuberance of his own verbos-

THURSDAY, JUNE 19th
9: A.N. to 12: Noon
Phone for appothtment if you wish
472-1022

B
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Family Shoe Store
Fulton, Ky.
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FARMER OF
•
•
TOMORROW IS HERE
•
•
TODAY...
•

directed by

Peter Tewksbury.

Heal (his t,ng
Cit.. Up You, Own Back Yard •
on RCA Reco,ds

mGm

P.n..,,o0 & Met,ocolor

FULTON
KY

u_k.
Sggested
foi GENE_Rik aud,ences 4E0

Now Showing

ON

EASY
CREDIT
TERMS

PihO BINOL
Large Size

LADIES

Summer
—PRINTS
REG. 79c

2 YDS.

•

KNIT SHELLS

$1.50
Ladies Sleeveless

SWEAT SHIRTS
— Cotton and Kodel Polyester
— Reg. $2.29

Meeting the challenges of modern,
electric forming is not difficult for today's Agri-businessman who has the
special skills and up-to-date knowledge
necessary for progress in our fast-moving
agricultural economy.

The dairy farmer of tomorrow uses
electricity for all his dairy needs—hot
water, milking, refrigeration, storage,
comfort conditioning, etc. He enjoys the
benefits of total-electric living in his
home too—with electric water heating,
•
year round electric comfort conditioning,
•
and the many electric appliances which
•
are essential to LIVING BETTER ELEC. TRICALLY.
•
FARMING BETTER ELECTRICALLY is a
•
way of life for today's dairy farmer...
•
electricity makes it possible for him to
live and work in the future,. today.
•
•

Ladies Cloth

Casual Shoes

O

— Assorted Colors
— Regularly $2.00
— This Week Only

BOYS

LITTLE LEAGUE SHOES
SIZES 1 to 6

O

_ Fulton Electric
•
•
System

•

.
ii

•

•
•

PHONr 472-136?

•,,,,„
•
kEe

mew'?

•:
tio
;:1:.
.
1T
.T!
‘•

4

fsfri/a -"fP 154

•
•
•
•
•

The dairy farming of tomorrow has
already arrived and the modern farmer
must — and does — keep ahead of the
future by using space-age, electrically
powered farm equipment.

Elvis crosses the country...into trouble! trouble! trouble!
Mason, Sheree North, Edward Andrews. guest stars Vincent Price,
Joyce Van Patten, screen-ploy by Arnold & Lois Peyser produced by Lester Welch.

A BIG SPLASH OF SAVIN

O

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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John L. Lewis will forever be remembered for his contribution to
the workers of this nation. No matter what the historians make of
Lewis, he was the man of his time!

The campaign
launched by
the Robert A. 'Fats' Everett
Memorial Foundation is nearing
the $16,000 mark, Mayor Charles H. 'Red' Adams, foundation
president, has announced.
Recent donations have pushed the total to $15,893.70, Mayor
Adams said.
The foundation hopes toerect
a statue of the late Congressman Everett in Union City and
establish
scholarships in his
name to both the University of
Tennessee at Martin and Murray
State University.
Recent donors include:
Mrs. R.E. Sanford,
South
Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bondurant, South Fulton; Dan
Dawson, Dresden; Mrs. Rob
Fowlkes, South Fulton; L.W.
Reynolds, South Fulton; Mrs.
Elizabeth Copiers, South Fulton; Mrs. J.B. Huflin and Essie
Woodfin, Covington; Anonymous;
Judge H.H. Lannom, 1110 East
Church, Union City; Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Perry, Arlington, Va.;
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hutcherson,
Dresden, and Virgin and Son
Nursery, Route 5, Union City.

Is planning to be at our store

4441

John L. Lewis, former President
of the United Mine Workers of
America, died Wednesday evening
at the age of 89, but not without
leaving his mark on the American
labor movement, as well as the
nation.

Fund Donations
Nearing S16,000

DR. SCHOLLS

woman, children.
To get to the store, 94% use
a car, 5% walk, 7/10 of 1%
use the bus, and 2/10 of 1%
other modes of transportation,
such as taxi. Thirty-two percent of shoppers travel more
than two miles to their favorite store in spite of the fact
that 51% report other supermarkets are closer.
Weekend customers spend,
nearly three times the total
weekly average purchase.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday business accounts for 77% .
of the week's sales, with Fri- day the biggest day, Saturday
next and Thursday third best:.
As anyone could guess, worn., en food shoppers outnumber' men four to one. The ladies •
also take longer to shop and usually spend $3.00 more!

ELVIS

UMW President Emeritus Died

He went on to lead convulsive
sitdown strikes, to humble the auto
industry and big steel, to endorse
and then to break bitterly with
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, to
defy the government in coal-mine

A representative of

product in another store
Of every 100 shoppers who
enter the supermarket, 93 pass
the dairy case and 78 of them
buy at least one dairy product
las compared to 94 passing, 80
buying fresh meats; 90 passing, 58 buying produce). Dairy
sales account for 8-11% of
store sales.
The average number of instore decisions made in the
dairy department is 67.3"i .
Broken down by product, for
example, such purchasing decisions as these are made while
in the store: 78.5% cheese;
54.8% fresh milk; 74.5% other
dairy products.
Biggest food spenders are in
the 25-40 age range; have a
five or six person family; a
$10,000-$15,000 income; and
shop for food as a group—man.

Fulton,

615 Broadway

South Fulton, Tenn.

EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION...ALWAYS!
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WE'RE TAKING DEAD AIM AT INFLATION WITIL::;"4
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THE COUNTRY DOCTOR
11441101******11431****************
Not long ago a Western farmer went out in his barnyard and
saw a red fox running and falling, biting fence posts and trees,
with saliva dripping from his
jaws. The fox finally bit one of
the dogs cm the face. The farmer killed the fox. The next
morning the wounded dog bit
the farmer on the thumb and later
on the ankle. Shortly thereafter
the dog began to salivate and
stumble and bit another dog. The
second dog became ill a few
days later. The farmer killed
both dogs and destroyed their
bodies along with that of the
fox. He finally became worried
and went to a doctor who started
-anti-rabies vaccine, which is also
called the Pasteur treatment.
After the third shot the farmer
developed diarrhea, severe headache and his neck became stiff.
The injections went on for five
more days. The patient became
deaf and partially blind and became covered with big sores all
over his body. He devloped a form
of meningitis and nearly died.
When he finally began to slowly
recover the worried doctor gave
him another rabies shot and he
went back into the same illness.
The farmer had become ill
from the rabies shots given in the
Pasteur treatment. He was allergic to the vaccine. Why did
the doctors persist in trying to
give it to him in the face of
such terrible reactions? Because
that fox and those dogs certainly
had rabies or hydrophobia. The
disease is always fatal in man.
No human being has ever known
to recover from rabies or hydrophobia. There is no treatment of
any kind available. It can only be
prevented if caught in time by
the Pasteur treatment which requires a course of fourteen daily
shots and later booster doses.
There is also an antiserum to be
used in severe exposure. The
newer Pasteur vaccine is made
from duck eggs and does not
. cause as many reactions as the
old Pasteur vaccine. (But note
pthat the farmer had the new vacRabies virus ertsts tit warm:blooded animals such as dogs,
:cats, wolves, foxes, skunks and
:bats to name some of the worst
;offenders. The virus is usually
...transmitted by the bite of an

Infected animal. It goes into the
body and attacks the brain. Infection can be transmitted without a bite by the saliva of the
animal getting on the broken
skin or into the lungs. Breathing
the air in a bat cave can cause
Infections it's been found recatly. The incubation period
varies from a few days to a
year -- some say two years.
There are common forms of
the disease in the dog. In the
"furious" type he becomes extremely agitated, runs wild and
attacks everything.In the "dumb"
type his pouth hangs open, his
tongue sticks out and he drools.
The bark may sound different
and the throat muscles go into
spasm at the sight of water.
This observation led to the name
"hydrophobia," Greek derivatives meaning "fear of water".
Sympathetic people have been
known to think the dog had a
bone in his throat and infected
themselves trying to get it out.
Here we have an untreatable,
100% fatal disease in which the
victim dies in agony. The only
hope is to prevent it but this
treatment can cause severe allergic reactions, paralysis and
even death. With such bad odds
you'd think people would be
meticulously careful with wild
animals, dogs and cats and bites.
They'd have their animals given
the shots and they'd insist that
dogs be properly restricted and
seas_ eliminated and the same
for eats. Not so. litany pets are
unprotected and in some of our
towns the strays and wild dogs
have about taken over. Some
twisted characters value a dog
or cat more than they do a child
and that's the truth, sad as it is.
When someone is bitten by any
mammal every effort should be
made to catch the animal, pen
him up and keep him alive. If
he stays healthy for- ten days
he wasn't rabid at the time of
the bite. Even if an animal has
had the shots he can still get
rabies. Laboratory examinations on the head can help bid
they sometimes leave wide areas
of doubt and the dangerous vaccine must be given anyway. The
best initial treatment is to wash
and flush the wounds with soup or
detergent for ten or fifteen minutes.

U.S.D.A. Grade A

Turkeys

(12-14 Lbs.)

Country Style

Pork Ribs
Chopped Sirloin
Frozen

5 Lb. Bon 2.39

49C

Cod Fillets

SLICED

LB.

BEEF LIVER
RIB ROAST

59C

LB.

"Super Right" BEEF
4th & 51h
RIBS

'1"

LB.

--

FULLY
COOKED

\741 HALF

K

/
/

6 P"
HOLLYWOOD

CANDY BARS

I... ;
:

19c

NEW RED

Potatoes

FAMILY SCOTT

CONIErvi

4 ROLL
PKG.

CLEANSER

78t

10 lbs.

Onions

BATHROOM
TISSUE

3t 0

___

JUMBO YELLOW

39t

LB

Yellow Squash
CRISP

Green Peppers

2C OFF

10t

170
2 for 19t
lb.

SHEER
$EE THIS BIAUTY AT OUR AUNT JANE PICKLE DISPLAY.

SEAMLESS

_enter OL r.
pickie•rrio 311e
-svveepsremes
ICEBERG KOSHER
c90
DILL STRIPS

STRETCH

PANTY
HOSE

RESTYLE YOUR HOUSE
WITH THE LATEST IN
HOUSE PAINT COLORS

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

'HOSPITALITY'HUES

poAered, for.ard and reverse gears.
NO poreNeee fetes:Aiwa to. YAM

Plastir body, battery

PRICES GOOD THRU

26-0Z. 'IF

SAT, JUNE 21

SULTANA FROZEN

IONA PEARS
FRENCH FRIES
19100
5-LB
CANS

The newest development in fashion house paint
colors. Delicate pastels to deep rich tones help you
harmonize your home with its natural surroundings.

BAG

SAVE 29t

/
N BIRDSEYE
FROZEN

794

AWAKE

YUKON CLUB

BEVERAGES
6

(::
e•

12 OZ. CANS

FACIAL
TISSUE"

SAVE 274

2

.00o superAci•

A-100'

SWP'

LATEX

OIL-BASE

NiaCiiI.141.:1"111441

94

BOXES

COUPON
WORTH

•

'FACIAL
TISSUE
Redeemable

FULTON

27t

tel

Cookies,
Kleenex Luncheon

lllllllll

Briquets

ALP Food Stores

190

Ct. Pkg.

Preserves

32 Oz. lar.„1590

ALP All Varieties

Fruit Drinks.3
ALP Tomato

42%°:. 990
10Z 79C

Ann Page Dressing

WITH THIS I OUPON

$1

Summer Isle Sliced

ALP Charcoal

BOXES

75

Save 94

Pineapple

Coupon Expires Set. lune 21

472-tsu

Pkgs.

Napkins

200 CT.

Only At

Stratford I arms Strawberry

Mixed
14 Oz.

3
2

LADY SCOTT

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
114 LAKS ST.
TILOPHONS

Crisp°

WITH COUPON BELOW

HOUSE PAINT HOUSE PAINT
$al 95 $"7 93

•

49c
Ketchup

Cana

5

14 Or.S
Cans

WESTERN

Orange Drink

2:
54 . 89c
B.

Sultans

16

Thousand Island.;:49

Salad Dressing gr 390

Pillsbury Biscuits

Cut Rite

,

6 8 55c Waxed Paper
Buttermilk '

WITHOUT COUPON 2 PKGS.664

g9

4116 OZ.

125 Ft.

Ron

MO
.

We c‘irry the complete line of

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

PAINTS

7:7;1

Limit 1 Coupon

Per

2 Boxes Purchased

Extra Light Pillsbury

Biscuits

el

Sultana
29 Oz.

4 :3•r.:• 3/c Fruit Cocktail c"

29
39

